Exclusively for the Short-Wave Listener, Experimenter and Transmitting Amateur
Why Solon Electric Soldering is easier

Cleanliness and constant heat are the secrets of successful soldering. The Solon is heated by the element clamped inside the bit. Ready in 4 minutes, maintaining constant heat at the point. 15 hours' use for 1 unit. Supplied complete with resin cored solder, flex and lamp adaptor 8/6.

Solon Resin Cored Solder 6d. per reel


Indispensable for efficient Short-Wave Listening

Short-wave stations are tricky things... requiring very careful tuning before they are "resolved." Ericsson Supersensitive Telephones turn short-wave whispers into SHOUTS.

Wonderfully sensitive, comfortable in wear and very pure in tone, Ericsson Supersensitive Headphones have come to be regarded as standard for the keen short-wave enthusiast's equipment.

ERICSSON TELEPHONES LTD.
22, Lincoln's Inn Fields, W.C.2.
Tel: Holborn 6936

*At all good radio dealers. If you have any difficulty in procuring, write direct to Ericsson SuperSusensitive Telephones.
The UNIVERSAL AVOMinor

This AC/DC moving-coil precision meter provides for 22 ranges of test measurements as listed. It gives direct readings with great accuracy on a 3in. scale. The total resistance is 200,000 ohms. Complete with instruction booklet, leads, interchangeable testing prods & crocodile clips.

D.C. VOLTAGE
- 0-75 mV, 0-100 v.
- 0-5 v, 0-200 v.
- 0-25 v, 0-500 v.

A.C. VOLTAGE
- 0-5 v, 0-100 v.
- 0-25 v, 0-500 v.

D.C. CURRENT
- 0-2.5 mA, 0-10 mA.
- 0-500 \(\mu\)A.

RESISTANCE
- 0-5,000 ohms.
- 0-50,000 ohms.
- 0-5 megohms.

£5 : 10s.
Leather Case, 30/-

The D.C. AVOMinor

Precision testing facilities are provided at a truly modest cost by this high-grade 13-range combination instrument. The fully jewelled moving-coil movement ensures accurate readings. Its 13 ranges are adequate for the majority of circuit, battery and resistance tests. The total resistance of the meter is 100,000 ohms; full scale deflection of 300 v. or 600 v. is obtained for a current consumption of only 3 mA and 6 mA respectively.

In case, complete with leads, interchangeable crocodile clips and testing prods; and with comprehensive instruction booklet. 45/-

BE GUIDED BY THE EXPERTS!
Wherever precision testing is demanded, "AVO" Instruments are used. The AvoMinors offer the radio experimenter the same precision testing facilities which "AVO" Instruments provide for the engineer.

Write for leaflets describing the AvoMinors.

Sole Proprietors & Manufacturers:
THE AUTOMATIC COIL WINDER & ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT CO., LTD,
Winder House, Douglas Street, London, S.W.1. 'Phone: Victoria 364/7

"RADIO SERVICING SIMPLIFIED"
This popular text book gives practical information on the whole routine of testing present-day receivers. It deals with all sources of trouble and clearly describes every test. 150 pages. Numerous diagrams and graphs.

2/6 Post Free 2/10
HELGO
1st class Condensers. Bakelite tubular.
50mF 25 volts ... 1/3
2mF 550 volts ... 1/3
4mF 550 volts ... 1/3
6mF 550 volts ... 1/3
8mF 550 volts ... 1/10
12mF 550 volts ... 2/1
16mF 550 volts ... 2/4

HAMRAD 140
Communications receiver with crystal gate and switched "Ham band spread"
Price:
£27 10 0

HAMRAD WHOLESALE LTD: (G8KZ and 2FYS)
32 ST. LAWRENCE TERRACE, W.10
LADbroke 1166-7

HOWARD 438
A TRULY "QUALITY" INSTRUMENT, HAVING FEATURES NORMALLY FOUND ONLY AT A VERY MUCH HIGHER PRICE.

Note the features:
- 4 bands, 8 tubes (7-550 metres).
- R.F. stage of pre-selection on all bands.
- Separate electrical band-speed with high reduction drive.
- Separate Ceramic Coil Forms on all high-frequency bands, unused coils shorted out.
- "Mycalex" Insulated Tuning Condensers.
- Iron-cored intermediate frequency transformers (2 stages).
- Crystal filter with iron-cored coupling transformer.
- 6-in. dynamic speaker by Jensen.
- Full control switches, including R.F.O., "Send-receive," A.V.C. on-off and crystal.
- Provision for fitting Moving-Coil R. meter.

The following amateur special transformers have been produced and by quantity production the finest possible transformer is available, with polished Cadmium Shrouds tropical impregnation, at an extremely low price.

W.72Y-400/400v., 150 mA., 6.3V,3ACT, 5V,3A
W.37Y-440/443v., 200 mA., 6.3V,3ACT, 5V,3A
W.310Y-750/650v., 250 mA., 200 mA.
W.311Y-750/650v., 250 mA. (supplies 30v. bias for 25 -
W.324Y-750/650v., 200 mA. 2.5V,3ACT, 5V,3A
W.311Y-550/550v., 250 mA. (supplies 30v. bias for 25 -
W.325Y-7.7V,5A, 6.4V,1.5A, 2.5V,6A
T.113-500 watt auto transformer 230V -110V
(Types marked * have tapped primaries for 200-250v., 40-60 cycles, others 230v., 50 cycles.)

SWINGING CHOKEs are Cadmium Shrouded to match the Transformers:
T.706-520v., 150 ohms., 20.8 Hy.
THE SHORT-WAVE SPECIALISTS. The oldest importers of communication equipment. Direct Factory Authorized Distributors also for Bliley, Thordarson, Taylor, Ratheon, Eimac, etc., etc.
44 HOLLOWAY HEAD, BIRMINGHAM, 1
Telephone: MIDLAND 3254
Go to your Dealer and ask for EDDYSTONE SHORT WAVE COMPONENTS

A wealth of practical knowledge in the design of equipment for Home and Tropical markets, and long experience devoted to Shortwave problems, form the foundation on which Eddystone Components are built. Workmanship and quality of materials used are the finest possible, and consequently ensure reliability of the highest order. On this page we show a few Eddystone products—a full range will be found in our Catalogue for which we cordially invite you to write.

Flexible Driving Shaft. For front panel control of awkwardly placed components, Drives through 90 degrees perfectly. Cable length 96", No. 1094. 3/6

Featherweight Crossfeeder Blocks. Made of transparent thermo plastic material, Impervious to moisture, practically unbreakable and possessing remarkable HF insulating properties. No. 1041. 4/6 dcs.

High-voltage Micro-Densers. Soldered, Brass cases. Constantly maintained capacity; very low minimum 1 mmfd. DL9 insulation, 1" spindle extended for ganging. Peak flashover voltage 3500 volts. Easy to gang—capacity matched within 1 percent. Cat. No. 1094. 18 mmfd. Price 3/6


Full Vision Dual Speed Dial. Cat. No. 1070. A full vision dual speed dial with 20:1 and 100:1 speeds. Well graduated scale, reading increasing as frequency increases. For 3" panel and 6" spindles. Ideal for H.F. tuning. Price 10/6

Neutralising Condenser Cradle. Enables three microdensers to be mounted as three gang condenser unit. Rotor and stators completely isolated. Brass division pieces available for screening condenser units. No. 1114, 3/6. Metal screens, No. 1125, 8d. pair.

Flexible Coupler. Free from backlash but very flexible, this coupler banishes alignment troubles. DL-9 HF insulation. For 3" spindles. No. 1099. 1/6

Post a Card or this Coupon for Catalogue

EDDYSTONE SHORT WAVE RADIO COMPONENTS

Midget Insulators. Made from high quality materials for high frequency work. With N.P. metal parts. 1" overall height. No. 1019, 44d. each.

ManUFACTURED BY STRATTON & CO.LTD., BROMSGROVE ST., BIRMINGHAM (LONDON SERVICE) 14 SOHO ST., W.I

COUPON
To STRATTON & Co. Ltd., Eddystone Works, Bromsgrove St., Birmingham. Please send me the Eddystone List and address of nearest stockist.

Name

Address
First used by Marconi in 1899, this type of oscillator held its own until the coming of the thermionic valve. Just as more Exide Batteries than any other were used for operating spark transmitters, so it is with modern equipment. The Exide Battery remains pre-eminent.

Obtainable from any reputable dealer or Exide Service Station.

THE CHLORIDE ELECTRICAL STORAGE CO. LTD. (Exide & Drydex Batteries), Exide Works, Clifton Junction, near Manchester. Also at London, Manchester, Birmingham, Bristol, Glasgow, Dublin and Belfast.
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**TROPHY**

Gives complete satisfaction

A good all-round receiver

\[ G 6 F O \]

A highly satisfactory instrument

\[ G 5 Z 7 \]

Sensitivity extraordinarily high... No doubt about its ability to pull them in the WIRELESS WORLD

GUARANTEED 12 MONTHS INCLUDING ALL VALVES

**Communication**

**All-BRITISH Receivers**

**TROPHY 8.** The large number of TROPHY 8's now in regular use testifies to the merit of this set for serious short-wave work. The TROPHY 8 provides a high standard of performance, and the price—definitely unbeatable. Principal features include 8 valves, 5 Bands—7 to 550 metres, RF on all Bands, continuous Bandspread tuning, separate Oscillator, switchable BFO and AVC; Pitch control, Doublet or Single-wire inputs, Send/Receive switch, speaker and 'phone sockets. For AC mains 200/250V.

**TERMS:** to suit you or yours immediately for 13/6 deposit and 18 monthly payments of 15/6.

**SPEAKER:** High-fidelity unit in cabinet to match, 2 gns. extra.

**WHERE YOU CAN SEE 'EM**

Our West End and City branches are open daily 9 a.m. to 7 p.m. (close 1 p.m. Sat.) or demonstrations ANY time by appointment. TROPHY stockists throughout the Provinces.

**TROPHY 6.** Here is a TROPHY big success. 6 valves—all international octal types, 6.5 to 545 metres continuous, separate dial Electrical Bandspreading, directly calibrated Frequency Scale, Pitch control, AVC and BFO switches, Stand-by switch, inputs for Single-wire and Doublet aerials. In the TROPHY 6 you have a really fine receiver and available at a great saving. For AC 200/250V. operation.

**TERMS:** 12/6 with order and 18 monthly payments of 11/6.

**New PRESELECTOR**

2-stage RF amplifier using "E" series valves. RECOMMENDED acquisition for any receiver. Gives increased range, selectivity, signal-strength and reduction to the absolute minimum of second channel interference. Positive and noise-free. Coverage 7 to 550 metres, spread tuning, frequency calibrated scale, stand-by switch, self-powered for AC 200/250V. Black crackle TROPHY-design cabinet.

**TERMS:** 11/6 deposit and 12 monthly payments of 11/6.

**TROPHY SW 3** Regenerative 3-valvers—battery and AC versions—with a wave-range of 6.2 to 550 metres. Self-locating BTS coils for external intercon. Metre-calibrated scale. Epicyclic slow-motion tuning. Built-in m/c speaker and 'phone jack. For reliable short-wave results and dependability, the TROPHY SW 3 is unrivalled.

**BATTERY MODEL.** Cash price £5 15/0 or 7/- deposit and 18 monthly payments of 7/-.

**AC MAINS MODEL.** Cash price £5 15 0 or 7/- deposit and 18 monthly payments of 7/-.

Supplied with coils for 12 to 52 metres or with coils for complete coverage add 16/9 to cash prices.

**STEEL (Constructor's) CABINET.** New type T.8 now available at the special request of experimenters. Made up in heavy gauge steel, all seams multiple spot-welded. Hinged lid as on TROPHY 8 illustrated above. Supplied with open front but complete with undrilled steel panel. Black crackle finish.

Price 21/- Post orders please add 3/6 for carriage and special packing.

**PETO SCOTT Co. Ltd.**

77 (SM17) City Rd., London, E.C.1. Tel. CLI 9875

41 High Holborn, London, W.C.1. Tel. HOL 3248

**PERFORMANCE and PRICE UNBEATABLE**
THOUGH IN THE MAIN the Radio Exhibition at Olympia is not a great attraction for the majority of readers of this MAGAZINE—as we said last year at the same season—nevertheless a number of firms are taking stands whose products will be of definite interest in the world of Amateur Radio.

This is not the place to mention names and, therefore, we do not propose to catalogue them, more particularly as elsewhere we give brief details of a privately sponsored radio exhibition which is to be of wholly Amateur Radio interest.

Rather, we would suggest that the Radio Manufacturers’ Association looks into the matter of developing among its members a more positive attitude towards the needs of the transmitting amateur and short-wave experimenter. We have more than once before used this space to draw attention to other aspects of the same matter, with the happy result that more and more apparatus of British origin and design is becoming available for our requirements.

But the fact remains that there is a great deal of ground yet to be covered, and the scope now offered in this country for specialised short-wave equipment—apart altogether from Government and Service orders generally—is on a scale not lightly to be disregarded. At the lowest estimate, it is a worth-while consideration for those manufacturers who are looking for a new retail market.

There are a number of old-established firms, well-known in the component trade, who could quite easily offer good equipment at reasonable prices and who should be able to produce the more specialised types of apparatus without great difficulty. The plea that the market is not worth while shows, in our view, that its possibilities have never been accurately surveyed. The other contention—“we are full up with Government work”—is often put forward as an argument against entering the Amateur Radio field, but here again, such an attitude is not justified in that there may come a day—we all hope very soon—when every possible retail outlet will have to be carefully nursed in order to do any business at all.
Snowdon—From David Mitchell, GW6AA, comes a story which can only be described in the best scare headline style as “epic.” Not so much for the results achieved as for the heart-breaking difficulties with which they had to contend and which to some extent they were able to overcome.

No trains up Snowdon mountain railway available on the Wednesday, due to bad weather. A special provided after inevitable delay. Wind too strong for raising masts. Thick cloud all day with torrents of rain. Aerials raised that evening, but filling stay-sacks with rock in torrential rain, hands frozen in a 40 m.p.h. gale, painful work. Station operated on schedule all day on Friday, but that evening the wind rose to hurricane force, shrieking round the hut and in the stays and feeder lines. Masts pulling their anchors. Wind so strong outside that David Mitchell and his helpers had to tie on their glasses.

By Friday at 2130 BST, the summit of Snowdon could only be reached by crawling on hands and knees. Hut door blown in. Saturday morning; most of the tackle carried away, only two masts up of the six erected. After four days on Snowdon, the only transmitting aerials available for GW6AAP were a ¼-wave vertical and a ¼-wave horizontal, with 200-ft. of tuned feeder line. Kept at it with this till the end of the schedule.

To us, this effort of GW6AA’s is a wonderful example of the dogged persistence, tenacity and resource of the true amateur. Remember, they had been preparing for this Snowdon Test over a period of months; they had all their plans laid; first-class equipment capable of giving the utmost on 56 Mc; schedules made all over the country; they were ready to go to any lengths to get results. And in the end, they encountered weather of a severity unknown in living memory, which reduced practically all their expectations to nothing.

Results

The GW6AA log shows that 25 5-metre fixed or portable stations were worked, the best being G6CW (Nottingham) at 137 miles, with G2MFP and EI8L next at just over 100 miles. Nine stations were heard, of whom G18TSP and EI2J were a little more than a hundred miles away, and G8JV (the other half of the formidable Nottingham 56 Mc contingent) at 137 miles. Good CC signals predominated, but there was a certain amount of “squish” in evidence from operators who were evidently out for the day and not regular workers on the band. As David Mitchell points out, had there been widespread reliance on uncontrolled transmitters and super-regenerative receivers, only 40 per cent. of the stations actually heard or worked could have been logged; he mentions five stations in particular whose transmissions were really bad, and even suggests we blacklist them!

Another important conclusion drawn from the results, as far as they went, was that receiver technique is still behind in comparison with the type of transmitter most people are now using. We said exactly the same thing about this time last year, when reporting the September Snowdon Tests.

Apart from all this, general conditions over the period were not good and only “extended ground-wave” signals were in evidence. Had it been possible for them to have erected the projected beam arrays for GW6AAP, something more exciting might have happened.

Anyway, hats off for a fine effort, more particularly as David Mitchell’s report ends with a remark to the effect that “I hope for better luck next year!”

European DX

G6ML, Cheltenham, logged a signal signing F?? at 2130 BST on July 13, and on July 9 G2QV, Hurst Green, Sussex, heard SNB on automatic CW at 1445 BST. G6YL and G8NM have between them heard SNB (Polish commercial) quite frequently,
while R. J. Lee, Heathfield, received F8AA, F8NW and ON4DJ on July 9; he is of course within no great distance of them, comparatively speaking, as his QRA is quite near the South Coast. G6YL has had confirmation of the reception reported last month from F8VC—who says he heard a GM 'phone at 1800 GMT on June 18—also from IIIR; he says that IISS and IIIF do not read the code! An interesting harmonic heard by G6YL was CTH, 1723 GMT on July 8.

G5MO of Liverpool keeps up the good work—he contacted IIIZU at 1310 BST on July 9, hearing harmonic IEM during the month. Another amateur was heard CQ'ing under GW6AAP on July 9, but the call was not readable.

But one of the most exciting bits of news we have to report is not European but extra-European DX; on July 15 G6IH of Malvern found a station with heavy QSB signing SU1R! It is known that SU1R has recently become active with CC and reasonable power and that he is frequently on—so confirmation is eagerly awaited in several quarters!

CS3VA, Lisbon, on schedule with G6YL, was heard by her, G3YY, G6DH and 2BIL on July 24 at different times between 1745 and 1820 BST, though 2BIL—on his bedside 0-v-l-w—was getting the carrier until 2030. The strength reported by the stations concerned was R9 plus down to zero. We anticipate that by the time these Notes appear CS3VA will have been worked by someone. (2AZV, Liverpool heard “G6YL de CS3VA” and, with others, asks for information. The foregoing note, arriving late in the month, is all we can say at the moment.) In addition, G5UI reports reception of F8AA at 2150 on July 23.

Inter-G DX

At this stage, we might remark that with some 50 reports on the clip for the present article, we cannot in the space available do more than give a brief outline of most of them. However, our 56 Mc Calls Heard” section again contains a great deal of extremely useful and interesting information and so we must keep the other material as succinct as possible.

G6CW, Nottingham, once more undoubtedly deserves a special word, for between July 7 and 13 he worked fifteen stations over 100 miles distant and not only continues to hold the inter-G DX record, but also the title (if there is one) for consistency and coverage. But John Curnow has a complaint about all this—he is a very early riser, so that continuous late-night work is becoming too exhausting altogether, more particularly as he has not been well and has had to operate with the gear beside his bed! Another example of the eternal keenness of the true amateur.

Denis Heightman, G6DH, brings up the question of weather effects on 56 Mc, and says that (vide last month's Notes) his remarks were meant to apply to extended ground-wave work only as far as weather is concerned. As regards relative skip effects on 5 metres compared with other bands, he also corrects our statement to the effect that 56 Mc behaves differently from, say, 28 Mc; the intention here was to differentiate between summer and winter conditions as applied to the E and F layers. Sorry, G6DH, it was our fault; we read a wrong meaning into your comments on these points. It is worth adding here that he checks up on 56 Mc conditions four times daily by listening up in frequency till the limiting frequency is reached. A graphical record is kept which is ultimately an accurate indication of the state of the band for any day.

G3YY turns in a very useful report on his 56 Mc activity, being located at Ditchling Beacon; they heard or worked about twenty stations, of which the most exciting was F8AA.

North

We are glad to have comprehensive reports of local results and working from G3DA, Manchester, who is using MAGAZINE-designed equipment practically throughout, on 57504 kc. He says that in his neighbourhood G20I, G3BY, G3LF, G6HF, G6LC and G6TL are interested in 56 Mc.

2AZV is another new correspondent, with some notes on the local stations, and G5AX, Leyland, Lancs., will be on the air as soon as the 5-metre permit is through. At the moment, he is QRX only.

Up in Southport, G5ZI is temporarily inactive, but will shortly be equipped with CC, MCW and automatic sending on 5 metres. For G8KZ, Sheffield is full of dirty harmonics from 7 and 14 Mc, which he thinks should be and could be suppressed.

Other Notes

G6IH says his new receiver is so sensitive that it brings in numerous 14 Mc harmonics from comparatively long distances, and so the band appears alive with signals. He cites this as a case where a receiver which is too clever on 5 metres is a nuisance. G5BY is on again after a long absence, working G6CW, while G5UI has the latter as his best DX, though SNB has been heard. G6XM found conditions poor for the field-day test and only worked two new, and comparatively nearby, stations. R. J. Lee suggests that we drop the “under 50-mile” limitation in connection with “Calls Heard”; we agree that it will be more useful to carry on for the time being with all calls as received or worked.

(Continued at foot of next page.)
**56 Mc Calls Heard and Worked**

G3QV, T. Shanks, Four Hedges, Hurst Green, Sussex. Working with a 8-kva output and 750-watt continuous. Has been on for 1 1/2 years. QSOs to 2150. 750 watts PEP. 80, 50, 40, 20. Highest reported as 150 miles.

C53V, A. M. M. H. S., 47, Drain. Working with a 25-kw output. Has been on for 1 1/2 years. QSOs to 2150. 750 watts PEP. 80, 50, 40, 20. Highest reported as 150 miles.

C2AQ, D. P. D., Dover, Kent. Working with a 25-kw output. Has been on for 1 1/2 years. QSOs to 2150. 750 watts PEP. 80, 50, 40, 20. Highest reported as 150 miles.

C2QVF, B. A. R., Woodstock, Oxford. Working with a 25-kw output. Has been on for 1 1/2 years. QSOs to 2150. 750 watts PEP. 80, 50, 40, 20. Highest reported as 150 miles.

**56 Mc Notes**—(continued from previous page).

2AAH of Chichester always reports fully, and his log is summarised in “Calls Heard.” He has schedules running with three SU stations 1RD, 1SG and 1WM, who are calling G for five minutes every quarter-hour between 1700 and 1800 BST. This is worth going for, particularly as it’s a daily schedule.

R. H. Holmes, Painswick, reports G2B1 at 27 miles as the loudest signal he hears on the band, and C. F. Burtt of Oxford has proved that it is no dead end. Holmes created a stir when he brought it up, and I hope that more stations will try it out.

**56 Mc Test Period**

August 18-22 inclusive, 2000-2230 nightly; Saturdays 1400-1600; Sundays 1100-1300, 1430-1630 and 1830-1930, all times BST.
The Other Man’s Station

STATION G3VD first came into existence last October, when Bernard Pettit of The Laurels, Worrin Road, Shenfield, was granted this call after eighteen months as 2CRJ.

Bernard Pettit is the present secretary of the Brentwood and District Radio Society, a very active young club of about twenty-five members, whose activities are often mentioned in “Club Notes” in this MAGAZINE.

The first rig at G3VD consisted of a 6L6G CO followed by a LS5B as PA and operation was confined to 7 Mc CW. The station has undergone a progressive development since the start and the transmitter shown in the accompanying photograph has come into being. As can be seen, rack-and-panel construction is used; the whole outfit is lacquered grey and with black meters and tuning knobs, presents a very pleasing appearance.

The circuit in use at present is 47-46-015/400, the two power packs for which are housed in the base of the rack. One, a 300-volt 150 mA supply from a U14 rectifier, runs the CO and FD stages, whilst the other, 500 volts at 250 mA from an 83 rectifier, supplies the PA stage.

The panel and chassis immediately above the power pack is at present empty. It is reserved for the speech unit which is in course of construction, and is to be 6L6 amplifier into a 6L6 as modulator.

The third rack carries the CO and FD stages, capacity coupled via a .0001 mF fixed condenser, and they are built on to the same chassis. The dials and tuning knobs for these two stages, with a meter and two jacks in the plate leads to the 47 and 46, can be seen on the panel. Above this stage is the PA, which is link-coupled to the FD. Two meters are permanently wired in circuit, one in the grid and the other in the plate.

Fitted to the side of this stage is the aerial tuning unit, which is link-coupled to the PA tank coil. G3VD is at present using a “W3EDP aerial,” which readers will remember consists of an 84-ft. roof and a 17-ft. counterpoise, with a coil-condenser tuning circuit between the two parts. At this station a .00025 mF variable tuning condenser with a nine-turn coil is found to make the aerial a very useful one.

Various receivers have been tried out at different times, from the MAGAZINE “Class B” to the Sky Champion shown in the photograph. Prior to the advent of the latter, a Tobe was in use and gave good results.

In response to the suggestion for more activity on 160 metres made during recent months by the MAGAZINE, G3VD has lately been active on it, using a 6L6 CO modulated by another 6L6. Quite good results have been obtained and G3VD is looking forward to still greater activity on this band in the near future with a complete 1.7 Mc CO-PA.

Book Review


Dealing first with types of oscillators and their efficiency by very complete mathematical treatment, succeeding chapters go on to discuss the maintenance of frequency, frequency drift and changes brought about by variations in capacity and inductance; this leads to the design of compensated coils and condensers and methods of frequency stabilisation by choice of circuit values.

From the practical point of view, the chapters on Frequency Control and Stabilisation by Monitoring are of particular interest, since they cover several extremely stable types of master-oscillator and also describe monitor circuits which are designed to hold an SEO steady on frequency within very narrow limits. It may be asked why, when crystal control is so easily applied and so widely understood, it should be necessary to take more than an academic interest in self-excited driver arrangements. Of course, as the author points out, the answer is that though CC gives a high degree of stability it does not allow of frequency selection at will, whereas in communication engineering, whether Service or commercial, there are a great many instances where a smooth and rapid change of frequency, usually over a wide range, is very essential.

Well illustrated with line drawings and of some 270 pages, with four pages in the index, “Theory and Design of Valve Oscillators” is 18s. net.
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

Radio in Emergency

By publishing the R.M.A. letter last month you again draw attention to the lack of vision shown by the authorities. While none of us who returned from the last war is normal, we can at least sadly say we learnt something. Instead of profiting by such costly lessons, the head of the official ostrich is still buried in the sands of 1913. Through this willful ignorance of modern conditions the entire A.R.P. system may collapse because of the reliance being placed upon Telephone and Runner lines as the sole means of emergency communication.

The vulnerability of exchanges and lines may leave only a few circuits available for the authorities to commander and over-burden; the runner, owing to the speed of the competing bomber, may arrive too late for his reports to have any value; subscribers may wait in vain for “wireless over the telephone” announcements; listeners may find the BBC broadcasts blanketed by continuous jamming and the idea of equipping the police with A.R.P. radio may never reach beyond a few towns.

When the authorities eventually realise that USW communication is the only means of signalling not affected by high-explosive or jamming, they will find that their square peg-round-hole policy has scattered beyond recall the ex-commercial telegraphists, ex-Service operators, ex-Marconi men, and the licensed amateur transmitters who could have operated an emergency A.R.P. radio link to assist the dislocated main system.—N. P. Spooner, G2NS, White Cottage, Rowena Road, Southbourne, Bournemouth.

We are satisfied that these views are not exaggerated, particularly in regard to the official attitude towards A.R.P. radio. It is most regrettable that all the evidence points unerringly to the fact that the responsible authorities are completely ignorant of the possible applications of USW radio in connection with Civil Defence.

Several other letters to the same effect have also been received and one correspondent asks, pertinently enough, why an official statement is not forthcoming to counter these criticisms. While we hesitate to say “write to your M.P.,” it seems to us that the matter could well be the subject of a useful question in the House.—Ed.

Six Months’ Probation

I can stand it no longer and I take up my pen heartily to endorse your Editorial in the July issue of the MAGAZINE. As an engineer with a good many years’ experience, the rubbish that is talked on the amateur bands is enough to give one a pain for years. I’m sure most of them think modulation is just a noise, and the “technical terms” are enough to make one shiver. Furthermore, though some amateurs are first-class operators, the majority are held in very low esteem by commercial telegraphists.

I am in entire agreement with the idea of six months’ probation and I further suggest that when an amateur has passed his test he should take a stipulated number of CWR exercises before being given his call. As an AA myself, I’m perfectly willing to go through all this!

Another thing that would help to clean up the bands is honesty in reporting. How often does one hear “Your quality and modulation very FB,” when what he should really say is “You’re too near the microphone and your breath rasp.” SWLs are too often guilty of exaggerated reports, with 8B’s to KA’s whose calls they only just catch at R2. Then there are the talkers and operators who run fan-mail, the amateur who works a local on 14 Mc ‘phone and discusses the growing of asparagus, and the fellow who... [Yes, we know! —Ed.]

As for the use of commercial equipment and the contention that though we are given experimental licences, there is no more experimental work to be done, the answer is that if experiments can still be taken out on broadcast receiver design, surely there must be some scope for the same in short-wave transmission.—Frank J. Forbes, 2BFC, 78 West Hill, East Grinstead, Sussex.

I have been most struck by your outspoken comments about amateur operating in MAGAZINE Editorials, and your remarks in the July issue echo my feelings exactly. At present, anyone with but the slightest interest in Amateur Radio who wants to have some fun on the air or chat to his Uncle Sam in U.S.A, can obtain a licence with the greatest of ease, getting through his Morse with a little help from another amateur; after this, I should say that 60 per cent, of them forget that the code ever existed and come on to make fools of themselves and give Amateur Radio a bad name.

It is not too much to say that on the popular bands it is quite impossible to carry out any of the experiments for which licences are granted, if only for the curse of ‘phone stations running greatly over their allowed inputs. My estimate is that about 3 per cent. of amateurs keep to their licensed power, and I doubt if it is always possible for anyone to keep entirely to the terms of the licence.

Your campaign for better operating and better conditions should have the support of all interested in Amateur Radio, though I must say that up to now I have considered it a waste of time to expect much in this direction.—Philip Malvern, G8DA, 10 Selkirk Street, Cheltenham.

[We do not print these letters either to criticise the authorities or to suggest that all amateurs are guilty of the sins attributed to them. But while they do not gain our support on every point, we do feel that our correspondents have between them laid a finger on many aspects of Amateur Radio which need the urgent attention of the right-minded.—Ed.]

More Support

In sending in my QRPL Test log I should like to take the opportunity of expressing my approval of your policy with regard to 7 Mc telephony and the use of excessive power on this very overcrowded band. You also have the warmest support of myself and several amateur friends in your campaign against “senseless chatter” and selfish operating on 7 Mc, which is giving Amateur Radio a bad name.—Alan P. Morgan, G6DV, 19 Temple Fortune Hill, Golders Green, London, N.W.11.
On the Amateur Bands

LAST MONTH we gave a brief outline of the development of our popular 14 Mc band. And it is evident that operating technique must of necessity change to meet the ever-fluctuating state of this channel. If you have been off the air for a year or more and return to DX, you will feel at sea unless you have some idea of present-day conditions. None of the other five bands has varied so much since 1928, when the rulings of the Washington International Radio Conference became law.

Many newcomers have plunged into the deep end of 14 Mc without knowing their way about and, after experiencing the inevitable disappointment, have returned to the lower frequencies; we therefore propose to set out a plan which, if adopted, will enable all to obtain the best possible results on "Twenty."

In the first place, we advocate that initial tests should be on CW only, as a much more rapid check on the radiation pattern of the aerial will be obtained, apart from the fact that unnecessary QRM is caused when calling 'phone.

• Choice of Aerial

Obviously, the first question asked by those who have not previously tried 14 Mc is "What is the best aerial to use?" Briefly, it is not possible for one aerial to cover the whole world (unless it is a rotating beam), and we are not going to discuss this type now. Therefore a fixed aerial is wanted which will cover as much of the land area of the world as possible. If the direction of the proposed wire is due N-S try a full-wave, 67 feet in length, fed quarter-way along with a low-impedance line. This will give you strong lobes into W and VE, S. America, East Africa and part of Asia. A similar type of aerial should be used for a due E-W site, although three half-waves (100 feet), fed 16-ft. 8-ins. from one end, will be more efficient as it will cover greater useful land area.

If you can possibly manage a NE-SW direction, you have the finest possible chance of working most of the DX available; a simple half-wave doublet will bring N. America, Africa and most of Europe into the log, while two half-waves end to end, with feeders of equal length arranged for in- and out-of-phase working, will cover the whole world. In the in-phase position you increase your signal, compared with one half-wave, by about 6 dB at right angles to the wire, and in the out-of-phase position the radiation is off the ends.

The most unfortunate direction of all is NW-SE which points end-on to N. America and Africa. A half-wave will produce QSOs with South America (due broadside) and a small part of Asia, XU, J and U9; therefore it would be useless to waste time calling W's. To our mind, the best aerial for NW-SE would be 134 feet long, and fed by any of the usual methods.

If a full-wave, three half-wave, or double-wave aerial has been chosen, it is frequently possible to raise that part of the world end on to the wire by tilting up to 30° with the horizontal*.

• Choice of Frequency

Having determined the aerial for test, a frequency must be chosen where QRM is likely to be such that there is a fair chance of getting out. We have already suggested that the extreme HF portion of the band should be avoided unless high power is used, and this means 14350 to 14400 kc. Our experience shows that the best frequency for CW working lies around 14300; hence, if a spot is picked between 14275 and 14325 kc one is fairly safe, for outside these limits one has to fight QRM from both 'phone and CW. A crystal on the LF side of 14 Mc is very useful for CW operation; it is true that only a limited number of stations operate on code here, but they are that much easier to raise.

After all this, it may be found that the aerial lobes do not conform to theory. This may be due to nearby trees, gutters or steel aerial masts, but careful plotting on a great circle map over six months operation will give a fairly good idea of the actual radiation pattern.

• Modus Operandi

Having chosen a frequency, it will be found that it pays handsomely to call stations operating on, or very near to, one's own. This tendency is growing and is the only thing that will conquer the "edge band calling" menace. Many DX stations in rare localities find it impossible to maintain reliable contact by listening from the edges owing to the large number of high-power stations operating on top of each other. It will be noted that we have recommended the calling of stations rather than indiscriminate "Testing." This is a most important point. If you could transport yourself 1,000 miles from England and listen over the 14 Mc band on a Sunday, you would hear about 100 G's calling "Test" at the same time—need we say more?

• Telephony Operation

Before using telephony exclusively, it is better to raise DX on CW first and then switch on the modulator to see if the 'phone is going over. Having obtained a series of reports from many directions, whether it is worth going on 'phone or not, and also whether there is a good chance of being heard, knowing that the aerial is radiating satisfactorily in the direction of the call.

We hope, anyway, that you do not belong to the "exclusive 'phone" class, as these stations do not justify themselves on 14 Mc with the rapidly changing conditions on that band.

* (Listeners should note that these aerial suggestions are just as effective for reception—Ed.)
I AM AFRAID the present review of short-wave reception during the past few weeks has suffered somewhat from the effects of the summery weather—or would it be more correct to write “the static prevalent this time of the year”?—the accompanying noise level and the chaotic condition of the low-frequency bands, made worse by the deliberate “jamming” of propaganda-mongers, and which, unfortunately, is not confined to a definite frequency but spreads it tentacles over neighbouring channels.

Happily, the original “death-ray” (as it was popularly called) ceased its assaults on the 40 and 31 m bands with the conclusion of the Spanish “etheric” war and the demise of the remarkable German “Freiheit Sender,” the one-time secret Communist station famed for its anti-Nazi pirates and sensational evasion of discovery by the authorities for over a year. Since then, however, deliberate jamming has been intensified, while the mysterious station with the one-record repertoire and no announcements has resumed its attentions to the 25 m Moscow channel, ostensibly for obliterating the latter but, stangely as it may seem, invariably missing its mark by a fair margin of kilocycles!

It would be delightful indeed if we could remove these offenders with their worthless pollution of the ether, the lying news bulletins together with the ruthless disregard of the democratic principle of free political advertising and simultaneously suppress all the ignition and other electrical interference that does so much to distract from the manifold pleasures of short-wave reception. Legislation may eventually remove much of the latter but only a much saner universe is ever likely to eliminate the vileness of the former. But it is my duty to write news, not to yield to my feelings at the passing of every noisy bus and car, or to curse bitterly at every utterance of the propagandist.

HNF and YI5KG

In February last I reported reception of YI5KG and later HNF, eventually receiving a letter-verification for the former but no reply in answer to my carefully detailed report on HNF. Now, however, the following letter, together with a beautiful QSL for YI5KG, have just been received from the former Technical Supervisor and announcer, I. Hassan:

“Your kind report on HNF and YI5KG dated 12/2/1939 was highly appreciated and agrees with our log-book. We have not been able to verify same in time, unfortunately due to the untimely death of His Late Majesty King Ghazi I in a car accident on 3/4/1939 evening. The YI5KG and HNF transmitters were merely a hobby to his late Majesty, who was a keen and first ham in the middle-east. After the tragedy, of his late Majesty, the whole of YI5KG and HNF transmitters which count seven transmitters were abandoned and transmission suspended from the commercial and amateur bands, all are of American make such as the All-Star, Utah, Eimac and Hallicrafter.

“The above transmitters which were erected at the Royal Palace will in due course be under governmental control and shall continue to radiate on certain frequencies, and likely in wider process. This brief information will, I hope, give you an idea as to why you have not been able to hear YI5KG stations and may help in spreading the fact among hams in your district.” The writer concludes by pointing out that the inscription on the YI5KG QSL should now read as “H.M. King Faisal II.”

Treasure Island at Last!

Scepticism, coupled with an almost abhorrence of late hours (very different from a year ago!), has only just permitted me to look for the much publicised W6XBE, 19.56 m, 15,330 kc, but to my astonishment it has been heard extremely well in the vicinity of 0200. Programmes are derived from Los Angeles, Hollywood’s Radio City and the International Exposition itself. Announcements, generally in the form of “This is the National Broadcasting Company,” followed by the familiar three chimes and “You are tuned to W6XBE on Treasure Island in San Francisco Bay,” or “W6XBE located at Treasure Island,” are repeated in Spanish, the programme being directed to Latin America. The schedule is 0030-0400 BST daily and the 9,530 kc session extended to 0600-0900 and 1300-1600, this as a result of the thousands of letters received from South America, Asia, New Zealand and Australia, requesting more programmes from the stations.

The carrier output of the station is 20 kW and it is estimated that the effective power is increased to 200 kW by the use of a highly directive aerial system. Reception reports may be addressed to “Station W6XBE, Golden Gate International Exposition, San Francisco, Calif., U.S.A.”

Other American Items

U.S.A. W1XAL, Boston, will close down until about August 25 to enable engineers to install additional equipment and a new beam aerial which should give improved reception in many parts of the world. Announcements will be mailed to the station’s Listeners’ League members of special test programmes as soon as the new equipment has been put in. W8XAL, Cincinnati, 49.5 m, 6,060 kc, operates Sundays 1300-0030; Tuesdays, Wednesdays and Fridays 1045-0030 and 0400-0430 on each of these days; Mondays and Thursdays 1045-0500; Saturdays 1045-0400, and daily except Saturdays 0600-0700, according to M. F. Williams (Newark, N.J.).

In co-operation with the B.B.C., W2XAD, 15,330 kc, recently inaugurated a new International talks service with the following programmes as soon as the new equipment has been put in. W8XAL, Cincinnati, 49.5 m, 6,060 kc, operates Sundays 1300-0030; Tuesdays, Wednesdays and Fridays 1045-0030 and 0400-0430 on each of these days; Mondays and Thursdays 1045-0500; Saturdays 1045-0400, and daily except Saturdays 0600-0700, according to M. F. Williams (Newark, N.J.).
Panama. HP5K, Colon, 49.96 Mc, well heard with news in English at 0050, followed by three chime signals, announcements and advertisements in English, etc.

Venezuela, YV1RT, Maracaibo, 4.77 Mc, is a new-comer audible about 0300, while YV1RJ, 4.97 Mc, may be heard at the same time (Roger Legge). Apparently all Venezuelan stations have followed the example of the Colombians by moving into the 62 m band and the following is a list of these stations together with approximate frequencies:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mc</th>
<th>Station Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6.04</td>
<td>YV5RX (ex-YV55C), Caracas, &quot;Radio Caracas.&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.02</td>
<td>YV4RC Puerto Cabello, &quot;Radio Puerto Cabello.&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.01</td>
<td>YV5RM (ex-YV5RD), Caracas, &quot;Radiodifusora Venezolana.&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.06</td>
<td>YV5R, Caracas, Government Station, &quot;La Voz de Lara.&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.99</td>
<td>YV5RF (ex-YV5RF), Maracaibo, &quot;La Voz de la Frontera.&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.95</td>
<td>YV4RO (ex-YV4RI), Valencia, &quot;La Voz de Carabobo.&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.94</td>
<td>YV5RO, Caracas, &quot;La Voz de Caracas.&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.93</td>
<td>YV4RF (ex-YV4RH), Valencia, &quot;Radio Valencia.&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.92</td>
<td>YV5RU (ex-YV55R), Caracas, &quot;Estudios Universo.&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.91</td>
<td>YV1RY (ex-YV1RH), Coro, &quot;Radio Coro.&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.87</td>
<td>YV1RI, Falcon, &quot;Radio Falcon.&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.86</td>
<td>YV6KT (ex-YV6K5), Bolivar, &quot;Radio Bolivar.&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.89</td>
<td>YV1RX (ex-YV1RH), Maracaibo, &quot;Voz de los Andes.&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.88</td>
<td>YV6RU (ex-YV6RB), Bolivar, &quot;Ecos del Orinoco.&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.87</td>
<td>YV3RN (ex-YV3RA), San Cristobal, &quot;La Voz de Tachira.&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.86</td>
<td>YV1RL, Maracaibo, &quot;Radio Popular.&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.81</td>
<td>YV4RX (ex-YV4RD), Maracaibo, &quot;La Voz de Aragua.&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.83</td>
<td>YV5RH Caracas, &quot;Onzas Populares.&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.82</td>
<td>YV3RN (ex-YV3RD), Barquisimeto, &quot;Radio Barquisimeto.&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.81</td>
<td>YV1RU (ex-YV1RE), Maracaibo, &quot;Radiodifusora Maracaibo.&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.80</td>
<td>YV1RV, Maracaibo, &quot;Ecos del Zulia.&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.79</td>
<td>YV5KY (ex-YV55K), Caracas, &quot;La Voz de Esfera.&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Unknown. An unidentified station has been heard testing in the vicinity of 6,250 kc around 2230 and 0014, with all announcements in English and rather poor quality. The call appears to be PAX and mention is made of a regular Sunday broadcast from 2130 to 2230, but, unfortunately, I am seldom able to listen at that time. Reports would be appreciated.

South Africa. The South African Broadcasting Corporation has published the following amended schedule:

- ZRG—31.5 m, 9,523 kc; weekdays 1100-1300; Sundays 1130-1300.
- ZRH—49.94 m, 6,007 kc; weekdays 0545-0650, 1530-2130 (Sat, until 2245); Sundays 1100-1800 and 1915–2115.
- ZRL—31.23 m, 9,006 kc; weekdays 0545-0650, 0920-1300, and 1600-1745; Saturdays 0900-1030 (or 1000-1100), 1330-1300 and 1500-1745.
- ZRG—42.2 m, 6,097 kc; weekdays 1800-2200; Sundays 1900-2130.
- ZRJ—42.2 m, 6,097 kc; weekdays 0545-0650, 0915-1300 and 1400-1630 (Sat, 1300-1630); Sundays 0900-1030 (or 1000-1100), 1130-1200 and 1440-1730.
- ZTD—41.5 m, 4,878 kc; weekdays 0545-0650, 0930-1330, 1500–1715, 1630–2145.
- ZRD—48.8 m, 6,147 kc; as above except Saturdays, which is 1700–2200.
- ZRO—50.75, 9,735 kc; Sundays only 1130-1300, 1500-1715 and 1730-2130.
- ZTH—operates from 1720 to close down from May 1 to October 31.
- ZRD—operates from 1720 to close down from November 1 to April 30.
- ZRJ—operates from 0545-1715 to close down from May 1 to October 31.
- ZRO—operates from 0545-1715 to close down from November 1 to April 30.

Reception reports should be addressed via P.O. Box 4539, Johannesburg.

Unknown. Unidentified station heard one Tuesday at 2230 on 11,740 kc, with gramophone records, NBC-type chimes and female announcer. Was this CH3RD, Loanda?
Commentary on Calls Heard, Worked and QSL'd

By The DX Scribe

Following the publication of our Country List in the May issue, several people have queried Antigua, St. Lucia, St. Vincent, etc. We explained last month that the Leeward and Windward Groups were purposely listed as two countries and not more, because splitting the Leeward Is., into five separate prefixes, and the Windward Is., into three makes "country counting" ridiculous, even though the Call Book does show them individually. One correspondent has rightly pointed out that such islands as Antigua issue their own stamps; agreed, and so do the Leeward Is., but they can be used in Antigua as well.

We are sorry if you don't like this ruling, but it is relevant to quote the fact that the ARRL agree and only permit the two groups to count for the DX Century Club. Why, therefore, should listeners have one yard-stick and transmitters another? The trouble is of course, that some of you want to make it too easy to reach "a hundred heard!" It should perhaps be explained that all these matters were agreed upon and settled years ago by the International Amateur Radio Union—the world federation of transmitter societies—and any listener organisation that seeks to set up a separate ruling is only confusing the situation and doing the new generation of amateurs a disservice. Our own efforts in these matters are directed towards uniformity consistent with what is generally accepted.

Several readers ask if the Isle of Man can be counted as separate in view of our remarks last month. Yes, if a card can be obtained to prove it! P. F. Clifton, 99 Nowell Road, Barnes, London, S.W.13 had one from G5CZ, but we always thought the transmitter was actually on his steam yacht and not on land. If our belief is correct, then G6IA is still the only amateur in I. of Man, as G3QF left a year ago for London.

Morse Practice

P. F. Clifton wishes to thank G4AU through this column for the excellent slow Morse practices radiated every Wednesday from 2230 to 2300 BST on 1.7 Mc. He believes that such practices are the only thing for SWLs who want to learn the code without other assistance. We agree with this, and will give full publicity to any reliable amateur operator who wishes it known that he is putting out slow Morse transmissions for the benefit of listeners.

28 Mc in Summer

L. Blanchard, Montcalm, 122 St. Andrews Road, Coulsdon, Surrey, sends a short log for 28 Mc reception between June 19 and July 12 which shows that it is still possible to find things of interest during the "off season." He has now heard 72 countries on this frequency. Martin Bourke, whose photograph is here, is another 10-metre expert. It is a mistake to believe that 28 Mc is absolutely dead in the summer. Read about the recent results on 56 Mc, which indicate that signals on "ten" should be coming through from distances of 2,000 to 3,000 miles.

QSLs Received

J. Douglas Kay, 24a Watcombe Road, Bournemouth, from VP6YB, CT2AB, VU2FA, CO2WM, VS2AK, PY2BN, KAILB, VU23G, VK3DG; Roger Legge, 20 Beethoven Street, Binghampton, N.Y., U.S.A., from KAI8CS, CXICO, VP2DA, ZS2AL, 5Q, 3F, YN1IP, PY5BL, OZ5BW, SM6WE, HK4DC; Eddy Trowell, 27 Unity Street, Sheerness, Kent, from V87RA, VQ3HJP, YV5ACE, VE3XQ, PK4FS and W9ACU for 3.5 Mc. A. B. Robertson (BSWL 1173) 5 York Road, Southport, Lancs., from CO2WL, 8J, J2NQ, YN1IP, VS6AB, YM4AZ, and W6QVY in Utah (who wants SWL reports). Norman Stevens (BSWL 1039), 59 College Road, London, N.W.10 from ('phone)—VP1WB, VU2LJ, (CW)—ZL2LR, VK6AF, LL8EN, CX1BD, UY7ME, FMSAA, ZC6JW, CR6AL. Bob Everard from VE1NA (1.7 Mc), W1, 2, 4, 8, 9, (3.5 Mc), J2NF, W6USA, VP1WB, ZSIT, 6BY, KA1FH, XE2IK; Leslie Morgan, 45 Parkwood Road, Bournemouth, Hants, from VK3RN, VU2PBS, ('phone) YM4AM, D4QET (who is ex-EZ4SAX in the Saar), W7GTU (CW); Con Tilley of Bristol from CO8RQ, W7EGQ, LYS, ZL4GM, CX1AG, VK4PF, LU3HA, ZE1JH, PK1EG, KA20V, HK3CL, ZC6HS, KA4LH, LU3HK, CE1AS, YV5ACE; Donald Higginbottom, The Dorolds, Boundary Road, West Kirby, Cheshire, from EK1AA, TF6C, VE5AAD and VK3PG.
Points Cleared Up

We mentioned that "VQ4JWW" sometimes sent his call as VQ4JRW; this should be reversed and the correct address of VQ4JRW is J. R. Wilkinson, Naivasha, Kenya. He QSLs, too, and we are grateful to, among others, John Tyzaick, 197 S. Eldon Street, S. Shields, Co. Durham, for this information.

The power used is 50 watts. ZC6/JW's address should be Box 309, Haifa, not as we gave last month—this was a printer's error. A. Hamilton, BSWL, 165 Cambridge Road, Kilburn, London, N.W.6 points it out, and we can confirm as your Scribe also has his card. FE3Q queried by Mr. Hamilton gives the following address—13 Av. Foch, Dakar, Fr. West Africa, but we have no proof of his authenticity. Norman Stevens of London, N.W.10 asks if PK4FS counts as a separate country as he is on Singkep I. off Sumatra; the answer is No! Incidentally, several "YY" calls are in evidence coincident with the fact that YR's have ceased to be authentic. So it goes.

The observatory at Karachi is doing a splendid job of sending QSL's to overseas stations; we would suggest that it should be used more often. Mr. A. Hamilton, BSWL, 165 Cambridge Road, Kilburn, London, N.W.6 points it out, and we can confirm as your Scribe also has his card. FE3Q queried by Mr. Hamilton gives the following address—13 Av. Foch, Dakar, Fr. West Africa, but we have no proof of his authenticity. Norman Stevens of London, N.W.10 asks if PK4FS counts as a separate country as he is on Singkep I. off Sumatra; the answer is No! Incidentally, several "YY" calls are in evidence coincident with the fact that YR's have ceased to be authentic. So it goes.

DX FORECAST FOR AUGUST, 1939

North America

(Eastern States of U.S.A., VE1, 2, 3, VO, K4 and West Indies)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frequency (Mc)</th>
<th>Hours</th>
<th>DX Stations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>14 Mc</td>
<td>2100-2300</td>
<td>H. Chadwick, 3, Hill Street, Burslem, Stoke-on-Trent, Staffs, is anxious to obtain the QRA of EA7BA. We know it is correct in old call books which listed the Spaniards, but we have thrown all ours away, so possibly someone can help? R. H. Greenland, of Barnsley, Yorks, sends some news of interest—J3HT was heard on 'phone at 2240 BST on June 5 at S7/8, while PK1OG gives his QRA as Malabar Radio Station, Java. On June 26 at 0630 BST he heard YV4AE say he was also radiating portable with YVAAE, using 8 watts on 14006 kc. Whereas YV4AE was S8, AA9 was S5/6—remarkably good reception. Mr. Greenland wants to know if KATEF on Negros I. is at the same location as the KAI's—No, Manila is on Luzon I. It is an in-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 Mc</td>
<td>1700-1800</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 Mc</td>
<td>0400-0700</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

South America

(April, May, June, July, September)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frequency (Mc)</th>
<th>Hours</th>
<th>DX Stations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>14 Mc</td>
<td>2100-2300</td>
<td>H. Chadwick, 3, Hill Street, Burslem, Stoke-on-Trent, Staffs, is anxious to obtain the QRA of EA7BA. We know it is correct in old call books which listed the Spaniards, but we have thrown all ours away, so possibly someone can help? R. H. Greenland, of Barnsley, Yorks, sends some news of interest—J3HT was heard on 'phone at 2240 BST on June 5 at S7/8, while PK1OG gives his QRA as Malabar Radio Station, Java. On June 26 at 0630 BST he heard YV4AE say he was also radiating portable with YVAAE, using 8 watts on 14006 kc. Whereas YV4AE was S8, AA9 was S5/6—remarkably good reception. Mr. Greenland wants to know if KATEF on Negros I. is at the same location as the KAI's—No, Manila is on Luzon I. It is an in-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 Mc</td>
<td>1700-1800</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 Mc</td>
<td>0400-0700</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Oceania

(VK2, 3, 4, 5, 7)

8000-9000

2100-2300

Note.—Signals may only be heard from South and Central America on some evenings with U.S.A. entirely absent.

DX FORECAST FOR AUGUST, 1939

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frequency (Mc)</th>
<th>Hours</th>
<th>DX Stations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>14 Mc</td>
<td>2100-2300</td>
<td>H. Chadwick, 3, Hill Street, Burslem, Stoke-on-Trent, Staffs, is anxious to obtain the QRA of EA7BA. We know it is correct in old call books which listed the Spaniards, but we have thrown all ours away, so possibly someone can help? R. H. Greenland, of Barnsley, Yorks, sends some news of interest—J3HT was heard on 'phone at 2240 BST on June 5 at S7/8, while PK1OG gives his QRA as Malabar Radio Station, Java. On June 26 at 0630 BST he heard YV4AE say he was also radiating portable with YVAAE, using 8 watts on 14006 kc. Whereas YV4AE was S8, AA9 was S5/6—remarkably good reception. Mr. Greenland wants to know if KATEF on Negros I. is at the same location as the KAI's—No, Manila is on Luzon I. It is an in-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 Mc</td>
<td>1700-1800</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 Mc</td>
<td>0400-0700</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Oceania

(VK2, 3, 4, 5, 7)

8000-9000

2100-2300

Note.—Signals may only be heard from South and Central America on some evenings with U.S.A. entirely absent.
teresting fact that over 2,000 small islands comprise the Philippines.

Robert Mason, 66 James Road, Kidderminster, heard ITB “cheerfully” announce himself as a pirate, W2FTT (portable) would be genuine. Ken Bunston, although complaining of QRM from cricket, tennis, exams and receiver trouble, has sent in a bumber log and reports VQ2MI at 0645 and CR7AC at 0610 in June. We have always imagined that S. African signals should sometimes be received at this time, but in the past reports have been rare. Ken is to be congratulated on getting CW from J9CA in Formosa (Tai-ถอน) on 14 Mc and he also sends in a 28 Mc log of great interest. During June, PY2AC, 4CT, ZE1JR, CE2BX, 3AG, TG5JG and F3WC were heard on ‘phone, while PY2AC, D, F, C1, and HA were received on CW.

● 1.7 Mc Appreciation

Cecil Martin, of Bursledon, Southampton, has been contributing some very comprehensive 1.7 Mc logs to “Calls Heard.” Let us quote him: “I get a great deal of pleasure from the letters I receive from amateurs after each issue comes out. They ask for reports and co-operation, or say it is the first intimation they have had that their signals have been received in the South, while many listeners are interested in my 1(regen)-v-1 receiver.” He continues by suggesting that a small high impedance triode valve be used in the LF side of a receiver instead of the usual pentode, when static level is high, as the QRM is then considerably reduced compared with the signal.

Now here’s some news of that well known Australian “phone VK2AGU. Vic Collins, River Green, Thorpe St. Andrew, Norwich, informs us that he has worked over 100 British Isles stations and is no longer interested in SWL reports from this country. VO1Y is testing his Collins transmitter on 3979 kc from 1900 to 1930 GMT every day and requires reports, but we imagine he will have to wait until the winter to be heard.

A visitor to Newcastle, Staffs, sent us a couple of “Poisonalities” which are worth repeating: “The visitor who asks why anyone uses Morse as it is so difficult” and “The amateur transmitter who doesn’t bother to log anything unless it’s a new country.” We might add—“The amateur transmitter who doesn’t call anything unless it would be a new country”—this one should make a few of the DX Century Club boys sit up! Harold reports OK3NZ on 14 Mc, LB7A on 7 Mc, and OZ2IC on 1.7 Mc. You know, of course, that LB is the portable prefix for Norway.

By the way, our sympathies are with old friend Bob Everard, who is temporarily hors de combat owing to a serious dental operation. Readers will want to join with us in wishing him a speedy recovery.

● Land and Ship Calls

We were asked for details of ONC last month and offered the thought that it might be a pirate call from a Belgian ship with a Belgian amateur operating. At least, that is what we meant to say. The Editor “footnoted” that all three-letter calls are for land stations, which we knew anyway* And another suggestion comes from Bill Forsyth, BSWL1056, Bank of Scotland Buildings, Avoch, Ross-shire, who says that ONC is the official call of Banana Radio, Belgium, a coastal station. Bill is willing to supply the calls of any ship, as he has the official list; write him direct for details, but do not ask for the name if you only hear the call, as his list gives ships’ names alphabetically. We have also heard that ONG working in the 14 Mc amateur band originates from Belgian Congo.

Leslie Morgan, 45, Parkwood Road, Bourne, has mounted to 105 heard with PJ3CO and CR4HT, and 44 States with W8HII (W.Va) and W3DUK (Del).

Len Wright, 6 Hugheshead Grove, Liverpool, 19, reports W2USA and W6USA, representing the Eastern and Western Fairs in America, and ‘phone from a Belgian ship with a Belgian amateur operating. He offered the thought that it might be a pirate call from a Belgian ship with a Belgian amateur operating. We might add—“The amateur transmitters after each issue comes out. Readers will want to join with us in wishing him a speedy recovery.

* (Yes, we thought you would, but does everyone else!—Ed.)
Logs

Don't forget to keep 'phone and CW calls separate in every list you send. Logs for each band should be on one side of the paper with the sender's name and address on each sheet.

Set Listening Periods

SLP1 August 12 2230-2400 BST 1.7 Mc.
SLP2 August 20 0600-0800 BST 14 Mc.
SLP3 August 27 2100-2300 BST 14 Mc.

We suggest that those listeners who are interested in receiving 50 countries in a day set aside August 20 for this purpose. But don't give up if you manage just 50—try for more and we will publish all entries. Don't cheat yourselves—be absolutely sure you have the call or prefix correctly. It would also be interesting to see if anyone can hear 100 countries during the month of August.

Transmitters' Section

The main purpose of this column is to enable transmitters to air their results on any band (except 56 Mc) for the interest of everybody. G5LP reports with some unusual stuff. He worked PJ5EE, who was outside the HF edge, and QSLs were requested via the ARRL or NVIR—he is quite genuine in Curacao. A card has been received from K961LT in Guam and HP1A was heard, but we have learnt from G2ZQ that a card has also come from the HP direct, so if you work him it would be better to await his QSL before sending yours, unless you use the ARRL—anyway, it is quite useless to send it through HP1A. We agree with G5LP when he says that U9ML promises to QSL each time he is worked, and he is anxious to get some regulars for the month of August.

Set Listening Periods

SLP1 July 13 2200-2300 BST 14 Mc.
SLP2 July 15 0700-0800 BST 14 Mc.
SLP3 July 20 2100-2300 BST 14 Mc.

W6KEV/NEV with 300 watts. G2DF reports on CW, we now learn from G2DF that W6KEV will be working portable from Nevada for five days from August 15 on 14130 and 14370 kc, signing W6KEV/NEV with 300 watts.

Horse Sense

Let G3LP speak for himself. “I am trying to increase activity on 1.7 Mc so that inter-G contacts can take place, thereby leaving 7 Mc free for the DX which I believe is coming in 1941/42. I am not particularly interested in DX myself, but I wish we could move these local contacts (up to 200 miles so) to a band more suitable for such QSOs and open 7 Mc for long-distance working.”

This is a most laudable object and worthy of widespread support: G3LP further remarks that the static level, normally bad in the summer evenings, is low in the early mornings, so he intends to run a regular schedule on 1865 kc every day, except Sundays, between 0700-0800 and from 1900-2130 BST, 'phone and CW. All reports will be acknowledged, and he is anxious to get some regulars active at these times when occupancy is at its lowest. The schedule starts on August 1.

THE MAGAZINE QRP TEST

The entries for this Test, announced in our June issue to take place in July, show not only a real interest in ultra-low-power transmission, but also what can be done with a 120-volt HT supply. As logs are still coming in at the time of writing and have not yet been checked, it would not be fair to divulge scores or comment on individual results. Suffice it now to say that the entry proves a widespread demand for experimental Tests of this kind and that the whole story will be told in the September issue.

G3YH, Bristol, is likewise testing between 0700-0745 BST on 1735 kc, crystal control and ECO; he asks for schedules and reports over a period. G5BH, London, wants reports on his 7057 kc CW, as he is working with QRP.

The policy of the MAGAZINE is to support and encourage 1.7 Mc working by every possible means, partly for the reasons outlined by G3LP but also because 160 metres is of considerable value for experimental telephony work and short-range communication in connection with 56 Mc tests, for which purposes it is already used by many amateurs. Apart from this, there is great interest in its potentialities as a medium-DX band. Incidentally, when applying for a radiating licence, remember to ask the Post Office for permission to use 1.7 Mc, and do not forget to quote a fundamental crystal frequency, preferably one suitable for doubling into other bands.

M. F. Williams of Newark, New Jersey, USA, reports hearing 200-watt YVAB8 (14095 kc) operated by a private expedition to the Caroni River in Southern Venezuela. Mr. Williams logged G2PU, Z2P, 4SA, 5HK, 8MX and GW5PH on 14 Mc during June.
From West Africa

ZD2H sends some interesting news from his part of the world, which, as he says, consists of rare countries! No amateurs are known in ZD1 (Sierra Leone) or ZD3 (Gambia). 14 Mc has improved, but Europeans have been weak and difficult to copy above the high background noise. The East, however, has shown some remarkably strong signals with VU2FO outstanding, closely followed by PK1MF, VU2JG and ZC6RL.

Cards from OQ5AQ are prepared by ON4FQ who runs a regular schedule and takes extracts from 5AQ's log for this purpose. Angola is represented by CR6AI, J. Chaves, Box 62, Mossamedes (who used to be CR9AB in Macao) and CR6AF—both QSL, too. ZD4AB who has been busy installing commercial gear at Takoradi, Gold Coast, but is on leave until November. A Harvey UHX10 and single-wire aerial has netted ZD4AB much DX during his year's stay in the Colony. The other ZD4, who has only worked a few stations on 14 Mc 'phone—ZD4AA at Accra—is active on 7050 kc exclusively with 10 watts input, re-diffusing broadcast programmes in connection with the Gold Coast relay system!

In Nigeria, ZD2G and ZD2KM are QRT; the army operator of the latter (genuine) station is home on leave and was worked by ZD2H for a new country! Cards should be sent via ZD2H, who is still temporarily isolated without power at Buea, Cameroons. An active SWL, D. W. Watson, BERS440 of Gudi, Nigeria, has just notified his intention of applying for a full ticket.

Notes and News from the East

Conscription in England is having an effect in some of the most unexpected quarters; VU2FX is becoming drill instructor to the Militia and it is expected that two or three more VU stations will be closed down and their operators assigned to special duties.

Conditions

June has been a hopeless month for most of us out here as the static has made it impossible to hear anything but exceptionally strong signals. SP and SM stations are usually the first Europeans to put in an appearance daily, generally followed by G's at about 1700 GMT; the 14 Mc band goes dead soon after 2000 GMT but sometimes 7 Mc signals can be heard at this hour trying to break through the QRN. The high power Continental broadcast station on 7280 kc is causing consternation among the few 7 Mc enthusiasts in the Far East as it is impossible to work on that band in competition with QRO broadcasters.

News has just been received that HAAQ2 in Hungary will be opening up on 7220 kc shortly and would welcome reports. He will most probably get some very unwelcome ones from 7 Mc amateur stations.

Mr. C. R. Emary is to be congratulated on being awarded the O.B.E. for his work while attached to H.M. Consulate at Valencia during the Spanish Civil War. Now G5GH, he is perhaps better known as VS6AX and was then at Hong Kong.

Far East "Phoneys"

"YA2UR," who says he is Peter Henin, Post Box 22, Kabul, may be genuine but it is more likely that he is bogus, as two amateurs who live within a few miles of that city, namely VU2EU and VU2HU, have never heard a station signing YA2UR. "YA5XX" is on again but is a pirate, because the real YA5XX returned to the U.S.A. some months ago. There is also some humorist in the States operating 'phone with the call "YA2EU"; this is confirmed by the large batch of SWL reports from America received by VU2EU. It should be pointed out that the only time the latter uses telephony is when operating from 2HU's station and then the fact is made known by mention of the two calls, viz, VU2HU/EU.

AC4YN is having a considerable amount of trouble from "AC4YR," who says he is a great friend of Reg. Fox, AC4YN, and asks for QSL's to be sent via that station. "AC4YR" bit off rather more than he could chew when he worked VU2FO and gave him this story, as VU2FO is responsible for the official radio communication with Lhasa!

A new station on the air with both 'phone and CW is VU2BM who can be QSL'd to Sgmn. H. Baker, Dett. "A" Corps Signals, Mir Ali, Waziristan, or via VU2EU. Reports will be very acceptable and all will be confirmed. Frequencies are 14000 and 14304 kc.

W. H. G. Metcalfe, VU2EU.
RADIOLYMPIA

August 23rd—September 2nd
1939

Special Attractions
for the techni-fan

This year's Radiolympia will have considerably more interest for the technically minded amateur and professional.

Model Factory
The model factory, working under actual practical conditions, will show almost every process of radio manufacture—from coil winding to bakelite moulding. Experts will be in attendance to explain these processes, and to deal with any difficulties, such as interference, "fading," etc. to the serious-minded amateur.

Technical Conventions
Technical conventions will be held in the Convention Hall on the four days August 28th to August 31st. The following subjects will be discussed by experts, and the meetings will be open for general discussion.

(a) Short-wave technique.
(b) High quality reproduction.
(c) Television.
(d) General technical topics.
Many distinguished visitors will attend.

Special facilities for organised technical parties
Please apply to Secretary for particulars of reduced price tickets for parties, Convention tickets, etc.

Radio Manufacturers' Association
59, Russell Square, London, W.C.1
Telegrams: OIDARION, Westcent, London
Phone: MUSEum 4031
CALLED UP

A note for those of our readers who are liable for military service under the new Act. If you arrange for the MAGAZINE to be reserved for you by a local newsagent, it will help you to get in touch with amateurs and SWLs in the neighbourhood, as several clubs are within reach of training establishments. This suggestion is inspired by a request from Gunner Kitteringham, Topsham Barracks, Exeter, who will be there from August 15 to November 15; he is an SWL who wants to make contact with Exeter readers.

THE "Q" CODE

As is well known, the "Q" code used by amateurs is based on, and taken very largely from, the official list of three-letter abbreviations employed by the marine and aeronautical commercial services. For the price of Is. net, a booklet issued by the Air Ministry and entitled "The 'Q' Code" is obtainable from H.M. Stationery Office, York House, Kingsway, W.C.2 (with sales branches in Belfast, Cardiff, Edinburgh and Manchester) or through any bookseller. Local H.M.S.O. addresses will be found in the telephone directory. Incidentally, a free list, "Publications of the Department of Scientific and Industrial Research," is worth having because it gives the titles and prices of a number of interesting papers issued by the Radio Research Board.

MAGAZINE TESTS

The support for and success achieved in the various Tests we have organised during the last twelve months—1.7 Mc Trans-Atlantic, 56 Mc and QRP—makes it practically certain that, all being well, we shall stage similar events between October this year and May next. These Tests will be tests, i.e., primarily experimental and not so much competitive, though it may possibly be that we shall offer prizes where point-scoring is involved. Practically every entrant for the QRP Test has suggested this, but we feel that the real inducement to take part should remain the experimental value and interest of the event.

HEARD ON 160

"I am rather unfortunately placed for working on the other bands just at present, because when I applied for my licence I gave the Post Office a 1.7 Mc crystal frequency which doubles outside the HF bands; so they only licensed me for 160 metres." Verb. sap.

AMATEUR RADIO EXHIBITION

For the three days Sept. 21-23, there will be an exhibition in London of entirely Amateur Radio interest. Organised by the Radio Society of Great Britain—who are to be congratulated on their initiative and enterprise in this matter—it will be held in conjunction with the R.S.G.B.'s 1939 Convention and is to take place at the Royal Hotel, Woburn Place, Russell Square, W.C.1. The exhibition and meetings are open to members only, and further information can be obtained from the Secretary, 53 Victoria Street, S.W.1.

CORRESPONDENCE NOTE

Again, we must ask readers to use separate sheets, each with a name and address, when writing to the MAGAZINE on matters affecting different departments or contributors. These are Business, Editorial, Advertisement and Technical Query, with the DX Scribe, F. A. Beane, A. J. Devon and Old Timer as regular feature contributors. Letters for all other contributors should be sent c/o The Editor, and the DX Scribe has certain rules of his own—e.g., from time to time in aprs—in connection with the very large volume of correspondence reaching him. If readers will keep these points in mind, we shall not get, as we so often do, a request for two hack numbers, a technical query, several elusive QRAs, a note on some BC DX heard and a sixpenny advertisement all on the same sheet!

THE CODE KING

Just for practice, the other evening we tuned ourselves in to a nice snappy commercial knocking out what we quite thought was about 40 w.p.m., and proceeded to get it all down; though subsequent calculation showed the speed to be nearer 25's, we still felt we had done pretty well. The next morning a letter came in from Webbs Radio of Oxford Street mentioning, inter alia, that McElroy, their American buyer—yes, you've guessed it!—had taken perfect copy for 15 minutes at 75 w.p.m., thus retaining his world code speed title for another year—we should say so. G2NO of Webbs says they hope to get him over here to find out exactly how he does it. That's what we want to know, too. It should be added that this annual American contest is conducted by the Federal Radio Commission, using sealed tapes on an automatic sender, McElroy and other competitors having to copy on typewriters.

TELEVISION SERVICE AREA MAP

Recently issued by the R.M.A. is a map which will be useful both to readers interested in television reception and dealers concerned in selling it. This map, which is not contoured but shows place names and county boundaries within approximately 50 miles of Alexandra Palace, is intended to indicate the proved effective range of the television transmissions; this can apparently be safely quoted as 40 miles, though it is emphasised that it is impossible to lay down a hard-and-fast dividing line, since local conditions outside the 25-mile "guaranteed"—speaking figuratively—service area may affect reception for better or worse.

The map is on good paper, unmounted, and printed in three colours. It costs 2s. 6d. post free from the Radio Manufacturers' Association, 59 Russell Square, London, W.C.1.
Modulated RF Drive on A Neutralised Amplifier

By H. C. Edwards, G8NR

A Practical Circuit

[Though we have more than once had occasion to say that we are not in favour of modulating on drive circuits, the article below is of experimental interest and should enable good results to be obtained by an experienced operator.—Ed.]

Having worked on the amateur bands for a number of years the writer was surprised to notice few other transmitters using a modulated oscillator and was thereby moved to experiment and investigate the possibilities of this interesting subject.

The preliminary tests were carried out on the normal rig used at the station. The oscillator is of the conventional triot CO type but it will be noticed from the diagram that the valve is rather unusual for this type of pentode oscillator. In practice it was found that the HF type pentode gave better results than when using the more usual LF pentode, due probably to the higher g-a capacity.

The audio side of the rig is a 1-stage speech amplifier using a medium impedance triode transformer-coupled to a receiving type output triode which is fed into the anode of the CO pentode via a Ferranti OPM3C output transformer. This transformer gives an excellent match when using the valve suggested.

On 7 Mc 'phone the results obtained have more than justified the time taken in the initial experimental work involved in finding suitable valves, etc.

The difficulties that were experienced during the earlier experiments were mainly in arriving at a satisfactory method of modulation. The first one tried was the normal Heising choke system but trouble was encountered with frequency modulation; also it was difficult to obtain more than 50 per cent. control without distortion. The transformer method was then substituted and we were agreeably surprised at the results.

With 32 mA at 250 volts on the oscillator plate, giving an input of 8 watts only, 100 per cent. QSO’s have been carried out with 164 ‘phone stations, which include France, Belgium, Holland, Switzerland and Portugal—in no case did we receive a report less than Q5 R6.

● The PA Side

Satisfactory as these results have proved, the feasibility of adding an amplifier arose and a conventional neutralised PA stage was constructed (see diagram) consisting of an LS6A capacity coupled to the driver. This was fed at 500 volts and arranged to draw inputs varying from 10-30 watts. This rig was first tried out on CW in view of the fact that at the higher inputs the LS6 was being overrun. On the key contact was established with VU (569), FBS (569), VQ (459) and CN8 (579) and maintained for 100 per cent. QSO’s, reports being RST as indicated by the bracketed figures after the respective countries.

These indications that the CO-PA as a whole was working well prompted the trial of the new modulation system. It was noted that with the same modulation percentage as was obtained on the CO stage alone, the PA mA fluctuated only the merest trifle, which led us to think that neither over-modulation nor frequency-modulation were taking place. The output valve was biased to a value of ~120 volts for inputs of 10-15 watts; this gives a standing plate current of 8-10 mA, rising to 25 or 30 mA under drive.

On the monitor, the signal sounded quite as it should and the transmitter was accordingly put on the air. The contacts established with the CO were in the main repeated with the COPA with, in most cases, an improved report; final confirmation of the success of the experiments came with that given by G5SP, checking up on the signal with an oscilloscope. His report was that the carrier was fully linear, 90 per cent. modulated! His full report was Q5A5, R8 to 9 excellent speech quality. Since that date, i.e., July 26, 1938, this transmitter has been in use as the home station rig and has proved to be reliable and trouble free, while contact has been established with W1-A, 7, VE1-2, LA and SM. The aerial was at first a half-wave Zepp (40 metres) centre-fed with quarter-wave feeders, which for a part of the time were untuned, the aerial drawing satisfactorily without it; these were later tuned to secure greater efficiency.

These experiments, while simple and conducted comparatively QRP, have occasioned so much comment amongst amateurs when mentioned, that their general interest was felt to be worthy of this article. It is hoped that others will try this system on QRP outfits and the writer will be only too pleased to give any further information.

The diagram on the next page is self-explanatory, all values being shown below.

● List of Parts

C1—0.003; C2—0.0015; C3—0.01 (Mica); C4—0.01 (Mica); C5—0.001; C6—0.002; C7—25 (Elect.); C8—2 (T.C.C.); C9—25 (Elect.); R1—20,000, 2 watt; R2—50,000; R3—25 meg. Variable; R4—750 ohm, 2 watt; R5—25 meg. Variable; R6—750 ohm, 2 watt; T1—Microphone Transformer, 25:1; T2—Varley ‘Nicore’ (2); T3 Ferranti OPM3C Output Transformer; V1—Osram MSP4; V2—Osram LS6A; V3—Osram MH4; V4—Mullard TT4.
Conditions—The Month's Survey—Severe Ionosphere Storm

One severe ionosphere disturbance occurred between June 15 and July 15, but apart from that the period was one of generally good short-wave conditions.

Until June 20 conditions were uniformly good, but at 0100 GMT on that day a minor ionosphere disturbance started, and this continued till 2300 GMT on June 21. It was apparently caused by a small sunspot group which crossed the central meridian on June 19, and its effect on short-wave reception was to cause poor propagation of frequencies above 11 Mc.

There were periods of erratic conditions between June 27 and July 30, but, on the whole, reception up to the latter date was good on all frequencies. It continued so until July 4, when a severe disturbance occurred.

The sunspot group which appears to have been responsible for this crossed the central meridian on June 30, and its area on June 29 was 590 millionths of the visible disc. Thus a rather longer interval than usual occurred between the CMP and the start of the fade out. A magnetic disturbance started at 1400 GMT on July 4 and continued until midnight on July 5, maximum ranges in the magnetic elements being recorded about 1700 GMT on July 4. The ionosphere disturbance became intense during the evening of July 4, and amounted to an almost complete fade-out of signals on the frequencies above 11 Mc. However, certain South American stations on 14 Mc still came in late on this day, no doubt owing to the fact that the transmission path in this case did not extend far into the disturbance region.

26 Mc Reception

It was not until the afternoon of July 6 that conditions returned to normal. They remained so until July 13.

July 9 was a particularly good day for high frequency reception.* Incidentally, the 26 Mc American broadcasters were heard on one or two occasions around this date, at about 1900 GMT. Their signals must have reached us via highly ionised "clouds" in the E layer, since the maximum usable frequency for the F layer was much below 26 Mc. It is known, of course, that such "clouds" do form in the E layer, most often around sunset in summer, and they are capable of refracting waves that would normally penetrate the F and E layers.

Some extremely large sunspots crossed the central meridian on July 8 and 9, that on the latter day having an area of 1500 millionths of the disc. They did not have any effect on conditions, however, at least not for several days. It is possible, though, that the deterioration in reception which started on July 13 may be attributed to them. This took the form of generally weak signals, high noise and severe fading on frequencies above 11 Mc. W1XAL on 11 Mc and South American amateurs on 14 Mc appeared to be unaffected. On July 14 conditions were similar and on July 15 they were even worse.

The "probable" periods for ionosphere disturbances during August are:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Period</th>
<th>August 9-12</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>26-29</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*(See 56 Mc Notes and compare—Ed.)
Current Trade Items

We had always thought it worth while to have incorporated in one's receiver a frequency meter with which to fix the transmission in the band and to check up on or find other stations. Our own receiving equipment has been so fitted since 1929—with the added refinement of a listen-through circuit for monitoring—and some two years ago the first constructional design for a receiver with built-in monitor/frequency-meter appeared in this Magazine.

Hence, we are particularly interested to be reviewing now a communication receiver similarly provided, with the additional advantage that the frequency meter is sufficiently accurate to give readings better than plus or minus 10 kc on the HF bands. In fact, its accuracy is only limited—from the amateur point of view—by the closeness to which the dial is read and the care that is taken in the local calibration, this being quite easily done by setting the instrument against an edge-band commercial station known to be dead on frequency, such as JNJ, WIK or WIZ.

So much for one of the main features of the Howard 460. It is an 18-control receiver with noise limiter, crystal filter, R meter, and RF and LF gain adjustments in addition to the main, band-spread and frequency meter tuning controls and the other necessary switches, such as BFO pitch, AVC on-off, etc. These remarks are not to fill space but to suggest that, as is so important in such a design, all variables are under control, though of course in operation most have an optimum setting.

It is a ten-valve circuit, with tuned RF through the whole range 43 Mc to 540 kc, selected in four bands, the spreading being over 340° on a reduction-drive 3-gang condenser. Ceramic coil formers are used on the HF ranges, with iron-core IF and crystal coupling transformers, and the R meter is in a special circuit giving high sensitivity and an accurate determination of signal strength.

On the rear sub-panel are headphone jacks, a 5-ohm speaker outlet and connections for doublet or end-on type aerials. The chassis is extremely rigid, heavily copper-plated, and ribbed to give the ultimate in strength. The valves are placed to be accessible through an aperture in the back of the cabinet—normally protected by a perforated metal cover—which is 9 1/2-ins, high by 18 1/2-ins, long by 8 1/2-ins, deep. The illustration gives a very good idea of the general appearance and layout of the tuning dials and controls, while we need scarcely add that the Howard range is being handled in this country by Radiomart, Ltd., 44 Holloway Head, Birmingham, 1, the price of model 460 being £25 10s. complete with a speaker to match.

Hamrad. The business of Hamrad Wholesale, Ltd., is now under the sole control of C. G. Bradley, GSKZ, and E. P. Appleby, 2FYS, who are reorganising it with the object of giving the utmost in service both to the amateur and the dealer. The firm carries good stocks of a large number of interesting lines, prices are competitive, and a useful Trade connection is being gradually built up with the ultimate intention of having supply points for Hamrad products throughout the country.

McCarthey. We are asked to mention that the sales and service departments of McCarthy, Ltd., have recently been established at Wyndham Works, Oldham Terrace, Acton, London, W.3, where Hartley Turner and McCarthy apparatus can be demonstrated; 'phone Acorn 4639-40.

Record Radio. Lists are now available from Record Radio, Ltd., Eldon Street House, 2-3, Eldon Street, London, E.C.2 ('phone Bishopsgate 1301) of their two ranges of valves—"Record" for British sets and "Yale" in American types. The folder gives the characteristics of 96 in the former category and is also a comparison and replacement chart, while of American valves no less than 127 are listed.

Mazda. The Edison Swan Electric Co., Ltd., 155 Charing Cross Road, London, W.C.2, now issues a comprehensive Valve Manual, extremely well-produced which, divided into eight sections, covers the whole range of "Mazda" valves in the priced types. Not only are applications and characteristic curves given, but also base details. The price of 3s. 6d. includes the supply of new sheets as issued from time to time, since the manual is made up in loose-leaf form.

Taylor. A wide range of service and test equipment is offered by Taylor Electrical Instruments, Ltd., 45 Fouberts Place, Regent Street, London, W.1, of which we might mention the model 90 32-range instrument at 7 guineas, a 17-range DC only meter at £5 15s. 6d. and three different types of valve tester, priced from 8½ to 13½ guineas. Then there are two oscilloscopes, their well-known signal generator, and the three universal test instruments models 80A, 80B and 80C, the second of which was reviewed on p. 17 of our June issue.

The Howard 460 Receiver and its Loudspeaker to match, mentioned in column 1.
The opinion is held in some quarters that there is a fundamental difference between wave propagation on 56 Mc and that on the lower frequencies. Reception on 56 Mc does not, at times, appear to correlate at all with that obtainable on other bands, and this is particularly the case in summer. Let us therefore endeavour to tidy up our ideas on this matter by considering briefly the mechanism of short wave propagation and the factors involved in it.

We will neglect the ground-wave and consider only that part of the radiated wave which is propagated by the ionosphere. This is justifiable, because the ground-wave is completely attenuated, and is not likely to provide reception at any great distance from the transmitter, particularly on 56 Mc. Another justifiable assumption is that weather conditions play no part in the propagation of short waves, since most of the ionosphere layers are many miles beyond that part of the atmosphere which is affected by weather.

It may be taken that short waves are usually refracted by the F layer. With a given degree of ionisation prevailing in this layer waves up to a certain frequency are refracted back to earth. Raising the degree of ionisation of the layer increases the highest frequency which is refracted.

**Critical Frequency**

The highest frequency which the layer will refract for a wave sent vertically upwards is known as the critical frequency, and is a measure of the ionisation prevailing in the layer. If a wave is sent out at a small elevation angle (angle to the horizontal) it will strike the layer at an angle. This latter is the angle of incidence, and is measured from the normal to the layer boundary. Under these conditions the layer can refract a much higher frequency than the critical frequency. Thus the greater the angle of incidence, the higher the frequency that can be refracted. Owing to the curvature of the layer round the earth there is a limit to the angle of incidence that can be obtained, and the highest frequency that the layer can refract at the greatest angle of incidence is the maximum usable frequency.

**Ionosphere Variations**

As is well known, the ionisation of the layer—and hence the value of the critical and maximum usable frequencies—undergoes diurnal, seasonal and long period changes. At the sunspot maximum the ionising radiation reaching the layer is greatest; thus its ionisation is greatest. During the winter, the air in the layer is densest; consequently it is capable of absorbing more radiation and its ionisation is therefore higher than in summer. Also during the day when sun is operative on the layer, the ionisation is obviously greater than at night.

Thus the ionisation is greatest during daylight, in winter and at periods of high sunspot activity, and lowest during night, in summer and for periods of low sunspot activity. We will consider only periods of high sunspot activity—like the present—and take it for granted that the highest daytime ionisation occurs rather nearer the equinoxes than in mid-winter.

If we examine curves which show the hourly critical frequency for all seasons of the year, we shall see that it is quite commonly in the region of 14 Mc in February, March, October and November. The maximum usable frequency at such periods is therefore often as high as 43 Mc. Frequencies of this value are, therefore, well refracted at these times of year—for waves radiated at low elevation angles—and so are all frequencies below this, until a point is reached where attenuation becomes severe. This may be as much as 30 Mc below the maximum usable frequency.

**Deduction**

It therefore seems that in February, March, October and November frequencies from about 13 Mc to 43 Mc are well propagated by normal F layer refraction. The ionisation of the layer is not, however, by any means constant, and it is quite feasible that it may rise so high as to take the maximum usable frequency up to 56 Mc. In fact, as the seasons mentioned are known to produce good results on this frequency, it seems strongly indicated that 56 Mc propagation at such times is by normal F layer refraction.

The case is altered in the summer months. The critical frequency of the F layer is then highest just before sunset, and lies in the region of 8 Mc. The maximum usable frequency is only about 22 Mc, and it is very improbable that the ionisation is ever high enough to refract a wave of 56 Mc frequency.

**The Sporadic E**

There is another phenomenon which may account for this, however. The ionisation of the normal E layer is much below that of the F and is never high enough to refract a frequency of this order. In the summer, however, the E layer (and the region just above it) is often in a very disturbed state. This is such that ionised "clouds" are formed—patches of ionised air which exhibit markedly different characteristics from the normal layer. These may cover very large areas and may persist for quite a long time. They are particularly prevalent near sunset in summer and are known as sporadic E.

The ionisation prevailing in the sporadic E may be much greater than that in the normal F layer, and furthermore, as it lies at a lower virtual height, a much more useful angle of refraction will occur for a given elevation angle than could be produced by the F. Thus the sporadic E is capable of refracting much higher frequencies than the F layer.

The indications are, therefore, that summer communication on 56 Mc is by way of the sporadic E. The reception is erratic, which is what one would expect from the nature of the refracting medium, and the early evening appears to yield the best results. Furthermore, the contacts on this frequency which were made early in June (as reported in this issue) were made after sunset. This is very suggestive and the sporadic E of high ionisation level was often recorded in this country.

It is realised, however, that there remains a lot to be proven in this matter, and 56 Mc experimenters certainly have plenty of useful work to do.
Amateur Crystal Production

"Tester"

At our suggestion, a correspondent who wanted to know how to make his own crystals went round the local opticians and optical supply houses to see if they had any of the old pebble lenses, which were made of quartz—sometimes cut from a parent block which was itself piezo-electric. In due course, he wrote in to say he had been successful and asked how to put them to use.

Following is the reply he received from our Technical Query Department:

"We note that you have obtained a number of pebble lenses and wish for information on how to test and select one prior to grinding. This is done by placing the quartz pebble on or near the grid coil of an oscillating valve—conveniently, the detector stage of a straight receiver—and tuning round till clicks or plops are heard, which will indicate that the crystal is active and affected by the local oscillation.

It nearly always happens that quartz pebble lenses resonate somewhere in the medium-wave BC band; hence, they must be ground down after an active specimen has been found. The receiver dial setting will give an approximate resonant frequency for the pebble in its natural or un-ground condition, and it is sometimes possible to double this straight into the 1.7 Mc band (or other amateur frequencies) if the natural frequency falls somewhere near 895 kc, or roughly 335 metres.

Usually, several clicks will be heard as the receiver dial is rotated, owing to the fact that a quartz pebble has more than one mode of oscillation, and all these frequencies will control to a certain extent.

But there is always one point at which control will be the deepest—indicated by the loudest click—and it is from this that doubling can be obtained if it happens to fall in harmonic relation with the amateur frequencies. The usual pentode CO circuit, with a suitable coil and condenser for tuning the medium-wave BC band on the tank side, is quite satisfactory.

Grinding

However, it is better to grind the crystal into the 1.7 Mc band, or even higher, in order to save doubling stages and also to eliminate as far as possible the other modes of oscillation different from the fundamental, as otherwise the crystal is liable to jump from one frequency to another when in operation, i.e., switching on and off might cause jumping between two frequencies.

Grinding is carried out by obtaining a flat sheet of thick plate-glass, not less than 6-ins. square, the finest possible carborundum powder and light sewing-machine oil. A thick paste is made by mixing the oil and powder and spreading this grinding compound over the glass. The crystal is then rotated through the mixture by light even pressure of the finger-tips, giving an equal number of motions to both surfaces of the crystal. A circular movement is easiest and most effective.

From time to time, the crystal should be tested in an oscillator to check the progress of the point of resonance, i.e., the grinding process naturally increases the frequency, hence the object is obviously to get the crystal down into the 1.7 Mc band, or higher if desired. Too much grinding may take the crystal beyond the band, thus testing is necessary at fairly frequent intervals.

To do all this reasonably accurately, either a calibrated receiver covering the wave-range 140-400 metres is required, or it is necessary to have an ordinary CO type oscillator and heterodyne frequency meter from which beats can be taken off the receiver; that is, the crystal is put in the CO, tuned to resonance by plate meter indication in the usual way, and then the CO beat-note is picked up on the receiver. Beating the frequency meter against the receiver will then locate the crystal frequency.

It should be noted that the process of grinding will sometimes render the crystal inactive; in other words, it passes through a thickness zone where oscillation cannot be obtained. Further grinding will usually restore the oscillating properties, though this may have put the resonant frequency beyond the band. In such cases, the only thing to do is to grind on into the next band.

Patience

The main points to watch are to keep the grinding motion steady and even, work each face equally, get the faces as near parallel as possible, and test frequently. After a little experience, the progress being made can be estimated, but the essential thing is patience. The whole job might involve a week's work, if only an odd hour now and again can be devoted to it.

The only other point to mention is that usually the edges of the crystal do not require any attention. However, if several active lenses are available, it is worth experimenting with square and round sections to see how oscillation is affected or whether the output can be improved. Edge-grinding is done quite simply by working the crystal perpendicular to the plate-glass.

The final process is to wash the crystal carefully to remove all traces of grinding compound, and dry with a silk handkerchief.

If you are interested, it might be as well to see if there are any pebble lenses in some forgotten drawer at the opticians in your locality—if you don't, someone else probably will!—and you should be able to get several for a few pence, or at the most 6d. each. We heard recently of a keen buyer who got a handful, nearly all active, for a shilling.
Dustproof Crystal Holder

Due to G3XT, the crystal-holder shown in the sketches herewith is easy to make, very inexpensive, and entirely dustproof. As even a single speck of dust or grit between the plates and the quartz is often sufficient to stop the crystal oscillating properly, the value of this last feature is obvious.

In spite of its low cost and simple construction, a crystal-holder made on these lines has been giving entirely satisfactory results at this station for some months past.

A base from a discarded 4-pin valve can be used as the body of the holder (but any other suitable bakelite or ceramic moulding of similar size and shape would do, if fitted with valve-pins). Two brass discs (of the ordinary commercial stamped-out type) form the plates, and a disc of cellophane secured with a rubber band makes the holder dustproof.

The lower plate in the holder is 1-in. diameter and 3/16-in. thick, to allow of the 4 B.A. hole about 3/32-in. deep being drilled and tapped for the central screw shown in the sectional diagram, Fig. 1. The upper plate is 3/32-in. thick, and can be 1-in. maximum diameter; but there is scope for experiment here, and better results may be obtained with a plate of smaller diameter.

After the grinding, but before this final polishing, a short length of fine and very pliable wire was soldered to the upper or "rough" side of the upper plate. After polishing the plate this wire (which must of course be flexible enough to allow the upper plate to rest freely and evenly on the crystal) was threaded down through a short piece of insulating tubing and through the hollow centre of one of the valve-pins, to the tip of which it was then soldered. Another wire, which serves as the connection to the lower plate by way of the 4 B.A. screw, was soldered to a tag clamped under a nut securing this screw, and, at its other end, to the tip of another valve-pin, as shown in Fig. 1.

When the lower plate has been screwed down as far as it will go on the 4 B.A. screw, and one has taken care to see that both the plates and the crystal itself are absolutely free from dust, grease, or anything else that will prevent the crystal oscillating, the holder is ready for test.

To render it dustproof, the top is simply covered, as shown in Fig. 2, with a circle of cellophane held in place with a rubber band. Actually, the cellophone discs and rubber bands sold for covering home-made jam will do excellently! If desired, the outer surface of the cellophane can be very slightly moistened before stretching it over the top of the holder; it will contract on drying and so form a taut, transparent, dustproof cover.

Forward, Middlesbro'

G. RALSTON, 18 Bowley Street, wants to get in touch with MAGAZINE readers locally, and also with amateur transmitters in Middlesbro’ active on or interested in 56 Mc.

Piracy

J. B. BURTT, G4AB, is being troubled by someone using his call on 1.7 Mc, apparently in the Bristol area, and asks for all information regarding "G4AB's" 160-metre transmissions to be sent to The Weaver's House, Burleigh, Stroud, Glos.

R. A. HOSIE, G8RI, 94 Norway Street, Waterloo, Liverpool, 22, is annoyed to hear of another "G8RI" trying to work DX on 14 Mc.
A One-Watt Battery Transmitter

By W. Oliver, G3XT

"OLD TIMER" has commented on the results obtained with a 1-watt battery transmitter at G3XT. The outstanding feature of this transmitter is its ability to put out such a consistent signal, week after week, that approximately 70 per cent. of the reports received are at least RST 559.

These QRP signals admittedly cannot compete with very heavy 'phone QRM, but they do penetrate any moderate amount of interference, and with a degree of certainty that is really amazing in view of the very small input. In fact, out of 90 QSOs in a typical month on the overcrowded 7 Mc band, only ten had to be signed off prematurely owing to QRM. The remaining 80 were completed successfully, and of the 90 reports received (from 59 stations in 15 countries) sixty-four were between RST 559 and 589.

The least satisfactory results have been over a short distance—five, ten or twenty miles. These local contacts have sometimes yielded only S3 or S4 reports, whereas at distances of 100-500 miles the reports are almost invariably S6 to S7, under average conditions.

The layout of the transmitter is novel and unconventional. By using valves with top grid-connections, and mounting them horizontally, minimum wiring has been combined with maximum spacing. Nearly all the wires are exceptionally short and direct, yet the components are well separated.

**Chassis and Construction**

Stripwood forms the chassis, a metal or wooden panel and wooden cabinet being optional extras. The chassis comprises four strips 11⁄2-in. wide, 8-in. long and 1⁄16-in. thick, mounted horizontally on the edges of two runners 11⁄2-in. wide, 15-in. long and 1⁄16-in. thick. The front runner is cut away at the ends to clear a pair of jacks mounted on ebonite or bakelite slips.

A few holes have to be drilled in the chassis, but this can be done quite easily after the strips have been assembled. The neatest way is to joint them as shown in the photograph, but they can be simply glued and nailed or screwed if preferred.

The strips are unequally spaced; 2-in. divides the first pair (under the PA tank coil) and 11⁄2-in. the other pair (under the CO valve). The location of the few holes drilled in the chassis can be estimated from the photograph; the exact positions are not very critical. As for the diameters, these in all cases are to clear the feed-through insulators, screws, etc., to be accommodated.

Two pieces of 2 BA studding (1-in. and 2-in. respectively) are substituted for the BA screws on one of the Raymart ceramic pillars. The wire-ends of the PA RF choke are connected to these BA rods; the longer rod is passed through ceramic washers bushing a hole in the chassis and on the underside it carries a connection from the PA keying-jack. The shorter rod (at the top of the pillar) carries connections to the centre tap on the tank coil, and to one tag of the .002 mF ceramic fixed condenser.

A pair of ceramic pillars are mounted 4-in. apart, close to the ends of the tank coil. BA rods are substituted for the top screws. One carries connections from PA tank condenser stator, neutralising condenser rotor and one end of tank coil. The other carries those from tank condenser rotor, anode socket of PA valveholder and the other end of the tank coil.

Plug-and-socket connections for the coils could of course be substituted if desired.

A small Meccano bracket can be bolted to the PA valveholder in place of the unwanted grid socket, to secure the valveholder to the chassis (at right angles). The short rigid connecting wires also help to hold it perfectly firmly in position.

Three feed-through insulators (Premier), near the front of the chassis, carry connections from (1) filament positive socket of PA valve; (2) RF choke in PA grid circuit; and (3) rotor of CO anode condenser. Use only one nut and washer at each end of the insulator, otherwise the screwed rod will not be long enough, owing to the thickness of the chassis-wood.

A ceramic pillar carries connections from the PA valve grid, .0001 mF ceramic coupling condenser, grid end of RF choke, and stator of neutralising condenser. If thick, stiff wire is used for the connections to the neutralising condenser, no other support is needed.

The CO valveholder can be mounted either by means of a small bracket clamped under the filament negative terminal and screwed to the chassis; or by a rod, drilled and tapped at its ends to receive screws passing through the front runner and the frequentite ring of the Eddystone valveholder.

The crystal-holder (a home-made one in the case of G3XT) plugs into two sockets on a slip of trolitul, mounted close to the CO valve grid connector and raised above the baseboard by an insulating sleeve through which the fixing screw passes. A fuseholder (for 60 mA bulb fuse) is mounted close to the crystal-holder, and the grid resistor is connected across them both.
**Tank Circuits**

As regards the tuned circuits, the Premier trolitul variable condensers are mounted on home-made metal brackets, to which they are bolted with 6 BA screws passing through two holes that will be found in the trolitul end-piece. By fixing them in this way, instead of using the one-hole fixing bushes, the trolitul serves to insulate the metal brackets from the condenser rotors.

Both the coils are home-made (though, of course, commercial types could be substituted if preferred). The PA tank coil comprises about 14 turns of 18 SWG enamelled copper wire 3-in. diameter. A heavier gauge wire can be used; 12 SWG was tried, and certainly made a more robust, rigid coil, but the results in other respects were no better. The winding is spaced out to an overall length of about 4-in.

The winding is put on (under tension) to any tube 2½-in. diameter. On releasing the ends the winding springs out to about 3-in. and can be slipped off the temporary former. Strips of trolitul 4-in. long by ½-in. wide by ¼-in. thick were drilled with sufficient holes to accommodate the turns, and the winding was threaded into these holes by rotating the coil with one hand while holding the strips with the other. But any other suitable low-loss method of fixing up the coil (such as celluloid strips and Durofix) can be used if preferred.

The CO coil is wound with turns touching (not spaced) and can be made on similar lines to that described by A. A. Mawse in the July 1938 issue of the Magazine (p. 28, “Transmission for Beginners” series).

Every part of the transmitter is easily accessible. The only parts under the chassis are the PA grid resistor, CO by-pass condenser and jacks, in addition to battery leads and one or two earth returns. The LT on-off switch can be mounted on the front runner, or on the panel (if one is used).

If the transmitter is properly constructed on the lines indicated, there will be no hand-capacity effects to contend with, and a metal panel is not essential. But flexible couplers and extension rods are desirable in any case to bring the controls out to a convenient position. If a metal panel is used, the flexible couplers must be of first-class quality, as a poor type of dielectric material here might impair results, seeing that this forms the only insulator between the condenser rotor and the metal panel.

The PA tank condenser must be very accurately tuned to resonance, otherwise there will be a great reduction in signal strength. Accurate tuning is, however, quite easy with the large knobs specified.

**Operation**

An HT voltage of 150 was tried at first with this transmitter at G3XT, and an input of 2-3 watts was obtainable. But when it was found that just as good reports were forthcoming with the power reduced to 1 watt, the HT voltage was cut down to 100, and on a comparatively low potential like this the total current taken by the valves can be supplied quite economically by standard-capacity Drydex batteries, provided that the transmissions are on CW only.

If telephony working is contemplated, super-capacity HT batteries will be required (such as Drydex H.1015), as the PA current is then continuous instead of intermittent, and the current taken by the modulator must be added to that required by CO and PA valves.

With a suitable modulator, and the PA input reduced to about half-a-watt (enabling ample depth of modulation to be obtained with quite a modest audio power), this small transmitter has been used successfully at G3XT for telephony, under favourable conditions. On such low power one obviously cannot hope to shout down heavy QRM, but when in the clear, the telephony signals have been reported Q5 R5-6 at distances up to several hundred miles!
VALUEs and list of parts.

C1, C5—100 mmF Premier, Tr. 100.
C2, C4—.002 mF Raymart ceramic cased.
C6—.0001 mF Raymart ceramic cased.
C6—15 mmF Raymart VCHAX; or a neutralising type.
R1—25000 ohm, 1 watt,
R2—10000 ohm, 1 watt.
Valves, two Hivac PX230SW.
Two 4-pin holders, Eddystone 949.
Two closed-circuit jacks.
Two plugs (for key and meter),
QCC crystal, and holder.
Two flexible couplers, Eddystone 1009.
Two 1-in. damd. spindles. Two large black
knobs, Premier. Smaller knob, slotted.
Four pillar insulators, Raymart SP.
Feed-through bushes, Raymart FTL.
Three feed-through insulators, Premier
1831. RF chokes, Premier; Raymart
pie-wound. Fuseholder and 60 m. Fuse-
bulb. On-off switch, Bulgin. Coils and
crystal-holder base. Denco. Socket.
Wood for chassis. Screws. 2 BA stud-
ding. Two metal brackets (home-made).
Two bakelite or ebonite slips for mount-
ing jacks. 16 SWG enamelled copper

The Month’s Club News
By S. W. CLARK, 2AMW (Assistant Editor)

With thirty-one clubs (societies, associations,
leagues, etc.) reporting this month, once again we
have to plead “pressure on space” for much of the
terseness; however, we cannot take all the blame
as often the member responsible for publicity is
sparing with the story, and sometimes the reader
interest is insufficient. No names, and if anyone
stays out next month the rest can put two and two
together!

On the opposite page appears a selection from the
large number of field-day photographs which have
come in recently; we are always very pleased to
have them, but would particularly request the
senders clearly to identify each one on the back and
give all relevant information, adding that we would
like to have further photographs of all outdoor
events and portable activity.

Pinner and Sidcup

There must have been some very keen publicity
work in G2KA’s locality, as he tells us that the
PINNER and District Radio and Television Society
has 23 members ready to appear at the first meeting.
We hope that these and many more will attend the
second on Aug. 8 at 419 Raynes Lane, and every
succeeding fortnight. The invitation to attend
is open to anyone interested in SW Radio or Television.

Five miles from the new Bromley club SIDCUP and
District Radio Society are during the fates. The
meetings here are weekly and other details will soon
be forthcoming.

VE, VS, VU

A visitor to the ALDERSHOT Society’s July 7
meeting was Mr. Law, of the Toronto SW Club, who
described the working of Canadian organisations.
G4PR, a most enthusiastic member, is now on his
way to India where he will operate under VU2KK,
‘phone and CW, with anything from 100 to 200 watts
carrier. Three AAs have been received, one to YL
2HJC. The meeting congratulated G6XM upon his
56 Mc efforts, mentioned in the MAGazine last month.

WEST HERTS Amateur Radio Society have heard
all about conditions in Hong Kong from a late mem-
ber, now VS6DG. His transmitter is a happy hunt-
ground for beetles and “bugs” and constructional
work is difficult—tools have to be coated with oil
each night to prevent rusting. Individual interest
lies in 2FRH’s full call, G2MI’s “massive” new
modulator (why the quoted word?), and G4BS’s
complete re-build.

New Headquarters and Calls

Now that ASHTON-UNDER-LYNE Society are
comfortably settled at 17a, Oldham Road (near the
Free Library) meetings will be held every Wednes-
day, and when you look round the room at the
stove, benches and chairs ask G6DYV to tell the story
of their collection at bargain prices! An aerial is
to be raised to complete immediate plans. G3BY,
G3FF, G3PM, G5FX and 2BBV have been elected
officers.

14 Mc Working

Some recent tests with this one-watt transmitter
at G3XT have shown that it will put out as good a
signal on 14 Mc as it does on the 7 Mc band. The
132-ft. aerial used drew more current on 14 Mc,
raising the input to about 15-watts with the same
HT voltage (100 volts). No DX has been worked
yet, but RST 570 reports have been received from
European stations.

For these 14 Mc tests, the only alteration made
was to substitute a 14 Mc coil for the 7 Mc coil in
the PA tank circuit. The CO circuit was left exactly
as it was, i.e., tuned to 7118 kc, the PA stage then
acting as FD to 14256 kc. The 14 Mc coil (home-
made) was cut to resonate with the 100 mmF con-
denser about one-quarter in mesh—that is, with
approximately 25 mmF in circuit.

This transmitter has been thoroughly tested over
a period of six months and during this time 273 sta-
tions have been contacted in 18 countries, using
7 Mc. In addition to those in nearer European
countries, stations have been worked in FS, HB,
LA, LX, LY, OZ and SM, and the consistency and
reliability of the transmitter have been outstanding.

G4DA has been QRT since March 3, and will be so
until the end of this month; and regrets he cannot
answer numerous cards reporting transmissions
between these dates!
Call G4LR has been allotted to the BLYTH Club, the station being situated at 32, Coomassie Road (see “New QRAs” for QSL’ing).

ROMFORD have a full and portable licence (G4KF). It seems that the additional letter will be in demand, as recent reports show much field activity, the last being a direction-finding event at Welwyn where 2CWF won further laurels. The members congratulate their blind member on attaining AA. The coming Bank Holiday will find the Society assisting at the Red Triangle Fête once again.

**Outdoor Work**

A 56 Mc transmitter is to be operated on Rivington Pike, 1192-ft. above sea level, on August 26 by the BOLTON Radio Society. G5PO has applied for the portable permit, while 2ABT (QRA p. 35) would welcome schedules for the occasion from any 56 Mc transmitters. There will be a variety of receivers scattered round, but the main object will be to try for DX. A very warm welcome awaits those interested in joining the club, as well as for casual visitors to the district, who will find HQ at 1, Moorfield Grove open every Tuesday; a card first will help to make the welcome complete. Licence figures are: 2 Full, 8 AA, 3 transitional.

The Aether Patrol Club of EAST GRINSTEAD, disgusted at the poor response to the offer to report transmissions, are taking themselves off to such places as Ashdown Forest for experiment. They make a full week-end of these outings, sleeping under canvas. The first G is expected shortly.

A fair attendance marked GRAVESEND’s 56 Mc field day on a recent Sunday, but results were
apparently rather negative. More members are wanted.

With GM3NK and GM3PB at Glasgow and Kilmarnock respectively, other members provided the outside staff for Kilmarnock's interesting field experiments. Fifteen visitors from the Glasgow club assisted and considering GM3NK's 1.5 watts used for the occasion results were gratifying. A grand tea finished off the joint meeting.

A 56 Mc field day under the Thornton Heath flag proved very successful on July 9, G2DP and G4FR's C0/46 PA by 2FTV; G3NR making 56Mc techniques from demonstrations by G3NR and G5RD; a lively crowd, some more of these field days. A lively crowd, other conclusion reached was that Edgware will have five. Mc aerials, to some success.

Now for notes from the North Liverpool fraternity known as The Merseyside Amateur Transmitting Club, with headquarters at Bootle! We apologise to them for the oversight and hope that the operation sought with their neighbours will be of mutual benefit. There are four full calls and seven AAs among the membership, the club rooms being licensed under 2HHP. If any firm would care to demonstrate, lecture or supply literature to the Society the organising secretary, C. E. Cunliffe, would be pleased to make arrangements on receipt of suggestions addressed to 368 Stanley Road, Bootle, Liverpool, 20.

Mostly Constructional

A Jones "Super Gainer" with pre-selector is being built for general use by members of the Poole H.R.C.; 2CKW and 2HBP are augmenting these endeavours by meetings at various times. A lively crowd, other conclusion reached was that Edgware will have five. Mc aerials, to some success.

An Error . . . or was it?

When we gave the news last month that Liver-POOL now has its first club we little thought the statement would be challenged. However, if the City claims Bootle as an amenity (five miles away, according to our map) then we accept and are consoled by the thought that the next paragraph would not otherwise have materialised, also noting that the best relations exist between the two clubs. Calls are undoubtedly accruing to the Liverpool members, possibly from the neighbours we would quote G3MI, QSL Bureau and QRA Service.

Mostly Constructional

A Jones "Super Gainer" with pre-selector is being built for general use by members of the Poole H.R.C.; 2CKW and 2HBP are augmenting these endeavours by meetings at various times. A lively crowd, other conclusion reached was that Edgware will have five. Mc aerials, to some success.

An Error . . . or was it?

When we gave the news last month that Liver-POOL now has its first club we little thought the statement would be challenged. However, if the City claims Bootle as an amenity (five miles away, according to our map) then we accept and are consoled by the thought that the next paragraph would not otherwise have materialised, also noting that the best relations exist between the two clubs. Calls are undoubtedly accruing to the Liverpool members, possibly from the neighbours we would quote G3MI, QSL Bureau and QRA Service.

BSWL and ISWC Notes

On Saturday, August 26, a party of British Short-Wave League members are touring Radiolympia, commencing at the Wingrove & Rogers Stand at 2 o'clock, calling back to this point again at 3.30 to pick up any late arrivals. 2CUB will be there to cement friendships that were made through the post, also to greet any reader of the Magazine who cares to join the hikers. The latest scheme of the BSWL, known as "The Country Club," is attracting many applications for the various certificates, ranging from "Denarian" (10 countries verified) to "Nonagenarian" (90). Then there are the VBE and HAC certificates, while among other facilities for members are the Transmitting Section, conducted by G3MI, QSL Bureau and QRA Service.

Although the direction of the International Short-Wave Club is in America members have a live representative in England; Mr. Bear tells us that his organisation exists to assist the SWL to get the best out of short-wave radio by providing him with the latest news of BC stations, answering queries and augmenting these endeavours by meetings at various "Chapters." The latest issue of the ISWC booklet certainly is worth reading for if one is interested in BC listening (a postcard to the QRA on page 35 is sufficient). The London Chapter also caters for the transmitter, a station having been set up at the R.A.C.S. Hall, Cavendish Grove, S.W.8 (near Vauxhall Station).

56 Mc Activity

Volume 2 of the Edgware SW Society's magazine has commenced with a fine issue, not so much technical as really funny. One of the more serious articles deals with experiences during the DF trial of July 2. Five receiver groups tried unsuccessfully to locate the 56 Mc transmitter; the reason was apparently that signals were so strong that there was no well-defined minimum on the loops. The other conclusion reached was that Edgware will have some more of these field days. A lively crowd, these chaps, and if it was not for hurting the susceptibilities of some of our readers we would quote one of the paradoxes, part of which reads "Thou shalt love the ham that squalls all over thy frequency even as thou dost over his'n," to say nothing of "Thou shalt not take more than six dots for the letter H."

Those who attended the Watford Society's July 17 meeting learned quite a lot about straight v. superhet 56 Mc technique from demonstrations by G3NR and G5RD; the latter, who favours straight reception, also put his portable CC five-metre transmitter through a test. G3NR makes them two-all by giving a C.W.R. talk on Aug 21 at the Carlton Tea Rooms, 77a, Queens Road, at 8 p.m.

The Weymouth Club are asking for reports on their 56 Mc signals. In co-operation with G5XR, members are taking a very active interest in the band and hope for good things. The Admiralty Wireless Station at Portland Bill has been visited, and the next outing will be to Radiolympia.
Miscellany

With eight inches of space left and W4CYU coming in strong (guess the time) we are sorry to have to condense the following reports. The Bank Holiday clashes with the BRISTOL Club’s earlier fixture list, therefore the August date has been altered to the 13th, when field-strength meters and frequency-measuring instruments will be subjects of a talk. G3YT has demonstrated his transmitter to members, whose Librarian, by the way, is keen to accept any books no longer of use to readers.

Valve characteristics, explained by curves, were thoroughly dealt with by S. N. Thorpe, A.M.I.R.E., whose Librarian, by the way, is keen to accept any books no longer of use to readers. G3YT has demonstrated his transmitter to members, whose Librarian, by the way, is keen to accept any books no longer of use to readers.
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Further information regarding any of these societies may be had from the officials concerned, whose addresses appear below.

ALDERSHOT—Migs C. Bird, 22FC, or A. E. Redman, Doreman Cottage, Mavis Road, Farnham, Surrey.

ASHTON-UNDER-LYNE—K. Gooding, G3FM, 7, Broadeng Avenue, Ashton-under-Lyne.


BOLTON—N. Moorcroft, 2ABT, 218, Deane Road, Bolton.

BRISTOL—D. James, 40, Robertson Road, Bristol, 5.


EASTBOURNE—T. G. R. Dowsett, 48 Grove Road, Eastbourne, Sussex.


EDGWARE—F. Bell, G4UJ, 118, Colin Crescent, Edgware, Middlesex.

ENFIELD—N. H. Hyde, 2DVL, 20, Shaw Road, Enfield.

GRAVESEND—R. S. Martin, G4IZ, 41 Mayfield Road, Gravesend.


KILMARNOCK—K. Law, 2, Parkerston Terrace, Dunlop, Kilmarnock.

LIVERPOOL—L. Frank, 2F1O, 4, West Albert Park, Liverpool. ‘Phone : Lark Lane 2674.

MERSEYSIDE—E. C. Wright, W4OH, 2DHV, 28, Longlands Road, Sidcup.

NEWBURY—L. Harden, 44, Chandos Road, Newbury.

PECKHAM—L. J. Orange, 11 Grenards Road, Peckham, S.E.15.

PINNER—J. F. A. Lavender, G2KA, 53, Ivy Close, South Harrow.

REDENTH—A. J. Ward, G3WD, 90, Other Road, Redditch.


SOUTHPORT—R. W. Rogers, G6YR, 21, Chester Avenue, Southport.

SURREY—S. A. Morley, 22, Old Farleigh Road, Seisdon, Surrey.


WATFORD—P. G. Spencer, G5MH, 11, Nightingale Road, Watford.

WEST HERTS—A. W. Birt, G3NR, 90, Lansdowne Road, Sidcup.

WEMBLEY—E. Martin, 115, Wimbledon, Walthamstow, Essex.

WILLESDEN—G. H. Talbot, 2FTD, 46, Scarsbrook Drive, Stanmore. Edgware 3746.

WOOLFRORD—R. A. Ledgerton, 2ABC, 64, High Street, Woodford Bridge, Essex.

NEW AMATEUR CALLS

Home and Overseas readers are invited to send in new Calls as issued for inclusion under this heading.

G3RY—J. E. Thomson, 16, Coniston Road, South Reddish, Stockport, Cheshire.

G4BM—J. D. Siddall, 93, Allington Street, Liverpool, 17.

G4CA—Joseph J. Houghton, 1, Templeton Avenue, South Chingford, E.4.

G4CN—V. Richardson, 25, Devonshire Way, Shirley, Croydon, Surrey.

G4EI—E. G. Dyer, 25, Annerley Road, Bournemouth, Hants.


G4WKF—F. T. Shortridge, 59, York Road, Llandudno, N. Wales.

G4LQ—H. J. Barlow, 6, Barton Avenue, Gorton, Manchester.


G4LY—W. B. Martin, 58, Sandford Road, Mapperley, Nottingham.


GWANZ—S. Roberts, 29, Chestnut Road, Cimla, Neath, Glam.


G5BH (ex-2D7)—Michael H. Coleman, 55, Daftorne Road, London, S.W.17.

The Short-Wave Magazine

NEW!

POLAR
SHORT-WAVE
CONDENSERS

TYPES C1801 and C1804

Miniature U.H.F. Condensers. Steel frame and soldered brass vanes. Ceramic insulation. Type C1804 provided with spindle extension for ganging. Capacities 10, 20, 50, 75 or 100 mfd.

TYPE C804


Price 6/-

Write today for leaflet giving full particulars of our new range of Short-Wave Condensers.

WINGROVE & ROGERS LTD.
12, DARTMOUTH STREET,
LONDON - - - S.W.1

POLAR WORKS - OLD SWAN - LIVERPOOL

A.C.S. RADIO first in the field with the new Communication Receivers.

The following new receivers are now in stock and you are invited to inspect them without obligation. Approval facilities are available and particulars of HER PURCHASE TERMS will be gladly furnished on request.

- Hallicrafters Skyrider Defiant SX24. 7-550 metres, crystal, "S" meter. Frequency meter tuning...
- McMurdo Silver Guthman U-17. 8 tubes, 5-600 metres, "S" meter, completely wired and tested...
- Hammar Model 140. 12 tubes, crystal filter, 10-550 m....
- Howard 430. 6 tubes, 7-550 metres, built-in speaker and power supply...
- Howard 438. 8 tubes, 8-550 metres, crystal filter...
- Hammarlund HQ 120X. 10-550 metres, 12 tubes, crystal filter...
- Hallicrafters New Sky Buddy. 8 tubes, 8-550 metres, built in speaker...
- R.M.E. DM36. 5 and 10 metre converter, 4 tubes, complete with Power Pack...
- National NC 44. 7 tubes, 10-550 metres, for AD/DC operation, with speaker...

Send for our catalogue giving a full description of the above receivers and also bargain lists of slightly used and reconditioned equipment. Free on request.

THE NEW 70 RANGE

TAYLOR-METER

FOR INEXPENSIVE ACCURACY

This precision built Universal Meter with its sturdy 4½" Moving Coil movement covers D.C. volts 0.025 - 2,000; A.C. Output volts 0.2 - 2,000; D.C. Current 10 A- 20 Amps; A.C. Current 16 A - 5 Amps. Resistance 0.1 Ohms - 5 megohms. Output -18 to +60 DB. Although unusually low in price it is extremely reliable, sensitive and accurate.

Low Deposit. Easy Terms Available.

BRITISH MADE

Fully Guaranteed

EACH INSTRUMENT HAND CALIBRATED

Send in and post this coupon now.
To TAYLOR ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENTS LTD. 45, Foubert’s Place, Regent St., London, W.I
Please send me full details of the TAYLOR-METER.

NAME
ADDRESS

A.C.S.RADIO TELEGRAPH G2NK
16 GRAYS INN ROAD, LONDON, W.C.1
Telephone: HOLBORN 98945
DENCO

NEW OFFICE AND WORKS
WARWICK ROAD, CLACTON, ESSEX

POLYSTYRENE: ULTRA LOW LOSS INSULATION
Available in $\frac{3}{16}$", 3/16" and 4" sheet; $\frac{1}{4}$", $\frac{3}{8}$" and $\frac{1}{2}$" rod; $\frac{1}{4}$", $\frac{3}{8}$", 1" and 1½" tube.

COMPONENTS: Using Polystyrene insulation
Receiving Coils, 4 and 6 pin.
Ribbed Coil Formers.
Coil Bases.
R.F. Chokes—Receiving and Transmitting
Transmitting Coils, 200 watts.
Low Power TX Coils, 15 watts.
Variable Condensers for Receiving and Transmitting.
Feeder Spacers.

RECEIVERS
DRX 7. A New Superhet for S.W. use, 1-50 mc. Incorporating several unusual features. Tungsram "footless" valves. 3 mc. I.F.'s, I.F. regeneration, etc.
DRX 8. Similar to DRX7, but with band switching from 0.5-50 mc. Receiver dials calibrated in frequency

THE DENCO 1939/40 range includes several new components, receivers, etc., but at the time of going to Press illustrations were not ready. Readers are therefore invited to write for OUR NEW CATALOGUE, which will give full details (ready end of August, 1939). Enclose 1½d. stamp.

SERVICE — "a benefit or advantage conferred on someone." YOU are invited to test John McClure dependability for Service, Supply and Satisfaction. Our unrivalled reputation as manufacturers of receiver chassis represents a guarantee that the new lines listed below will prove worthy additions. Let G6JM serve you well.

- The Popular Hamrad "140" Communication Receiver, £27 10s. (available now).
- High Grade Quartz Crystals.
- Accurate Testing Gear.
- Wide Range of Ceramic Valveholders.
- Metal Cabinets and Sheet Work, sprayed fine or coarse crystalline finish, or plain cellulose.
- Transformers and Chokes.
- Well Peaked Coils (singly or in sets).
- Microphones and Amplifiers.
- Disc Recording Equipment.
- Tuning Units, hand made by Expert Engineers.
- All-Wave Receiver Chassis with Magic Eye, etc., 3, 4, 5 and 6 wave band.

A Postcard will bring you details of the apparatus in which you are interested, all quoted at really competitive prices; or 'phone PRImrose 5435-6.

TRADE INQUIRIES SOLICITED.
For Accuracy
1939 FREQUENCY
and Reliability.
CONTROL UNITS

All units are ready mounted in the type U holder illustrated, and are supplied to within 5 kc. of your specified figure in the 1.7, 3.5 and 7 Mc. bands. The actual frequency is given on the Frequency Certificate to an accuracy of 0.025 per cent.

Type SS. The Standard X Cut Crystal. Temp. Co-efficient 23 cycles per Mc. Max. R.F. crystal current 100 m.A.

PRICE Type SS unit 20/- Type SS Crystal, unmounted 15/-


PRICE Type PS unit 25/- Type PS Crystal, unmounted 20/-

Type B100. An improved version of our well-known 100 kc. bar. Ground and calibrated to within 25 cycles of 100.0 kc., and supplied in a modified type U mount with a fixed air gap.

PRICE Type B100 unit 32/6

Type U Mount. A Plug-in Mount (1 in. centres). Fitted with lapped stainless steel electrodes and a smart nickel and black enamel cover plate. A Baseboard Fixing Mount for the Type U Holder is available at 13/6.

Send for our new 1939 List.

ELECTRADIX

BARGAINS

TRANSMITTERS

SHIP KEYS with massive contacts, $26/6. First-class Keys, balanced movement and heavy contacts of gold-silver, tungsten, etc. Panel Keys to hold up to 16. Fullerphone double acting Key, 6/6. 51KBSL, R.A.P. Morse Key, sold lacquered brake on mahogany, base 7/6. Three-colour-light Switch Box with Morse key for code signals. 4/2. Walker's enclosed Key, all bakelite, 10/-, Super Transmitting Radio Key, 5/1.


RELAYS. Selector 53 way, 8 gang. Auto 15/-. Single-blade No. 1 Relay, 1,000 ohms. 6/6. No. 2, 2,000 ohms, 8/-,. C.O. Relays, No. 5, polarised B.8 and so on 16 distinct types in stock. Transmitters Relays, Boulmer Type, 5 ans.; 15/-. Yankee Ham Relays, 7/6. Philips Magnets, 15/-. Greed Polarised, 2-way, 25/-. Ask for Relay brochure "S.W."

Send for Summer Supply List "SW" 210, Upper Thames St., London, E.C.4

Send for New 1939 List of SWR Specialties.

EVERYTHING FOR THE TRANSMITTER

ALL EDDYSTONE COMPONENTS IN STOCK

Authorised Stockists of all HALLICRAFTERS Sets, Sky Champion, 15 gns.; New Skyrider SX23, £13 10s.

HOWARD Models in Stock: Model 430, 9 gns.; Model 438, £15 10s.; Model 450A, 30 gns. complete with Xtal and Speaker.

Also the latest Howard Model 460, £25 10s., with built-in Monitor, complete with Speaker.

Hire Purchase Terms Available

SHORT WAVE RADIO LTD., 97, PARK LANE, LEEDS, 1. Tel. 24689

SOUTHERN RADIO
2ACC
85, Fisherton Street, Salisbury

TELEPHONE: SALISBURY 2128

First-grade American and British type Valves, all types. Ken-rad, Triotrons, Hi-test, etc. Special reduced prices to Amateurs — From 2/6.

Ferranti Main Transmitters, 350-0-350v, 4w-4g & 4v=3a, 7/6

Five-Range Test-Meters, Test Volt and M/A, AC and DC 8/-, with instructions.

Celestion Moving Coil Speakers 6'/11. Headphones 11/-.

Microphones—P.O. Inset 2/. P.O. button type with transmitters 3/6; Super model, 240v, 250mA, 6.3v 3A, 15/-.

Complete Illustrated Catalogues free on Request, By post, 2/. Money back guarantee, personal attention, prompt service.

GW8WU, Wholesale and Amateur Radio Supplies 32, CITY ROAD, CARDIFF.

Learn Code at home —

THE CANDLER SYSTEM

not only teaches you the right way to send, but the right way
to read code sounds just as easily

as you read print by sight

Courses for Beginners and Radio Operators.

Send for "Book of Facts"

CANDLER SYSTEM CO. (55C), 121 KINGSWAY, W.C.2
NOW! JOIN AN AMERICAN Radio Club.

MIDDLESBROUGH.

130. TAMPA

SHORT WAVE

WASHINGTON, U.S.A.

MONTHLY

DETAILS FROM PHOENIX, CHANDOS PLACE, W.C.2.

ABLE ON ALL WIRELESS AND RADIO ENGINEERING BOOKS AVAILABLE.

QSL’s FROM 4S. 6D. 250.

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS

QSL CARDS, PRINT, ETC.

QSL’S FROM 4S. 6D. 250. SAMPLES FREE. SATISFACTION GUARANTEED.—ATKINSON BROS., PRINTERS, ELLAND.

BOOKS, CATALOGUES, ETC.

ALL WIRELESS AND RADIO ENGINEERING BOOKS AVAILABLE ON NEW TERMS AS LOW AS 2/6 MONTHLY. WRITE FOR DETAILS FROM PHOENIX, CHANDOS PLACE, W.C.2.

NOW! JOIN AN AMERICAN Radio Club. 4S. YEAR, INCLUDING MONTHLY BULLETIN, FULL OF DX TIPS, ETC.—WRITE INTERNATIONAL LISTENERS’ ASSOCIATION, BOX 808, DRYDEN, WASHINGTON, U.S.A.

SHORT WAVE VARIABLE DIRECTIONAL AERIALS. 90° ROTATING BEAM SYSTEM FOR TRANSMISSION AND RECEPTION. 1½d. STAMP FOR DETAILS.—A. W. MANN, 66, COSTA STREET, MIDDLESBROUGH.

ALL WIRELESS AND RADIO ENGINEERING BOOKS CAN BE PURCHASED THROUGH NEW FINANCIAL TERMS AS LOW AS 2/6 MONTHLY. WRITE FOR A CARD OR CALL PERSONALLY FOR INFORMATION FROM RADIO DEPT., PHOENIX, CHANDOS PLACE, W.C.2.

WHY WORRY? IF YOU CANNOT VISIT THE SHOW, SEND ME YOUR ENQUIRIES. MOST OF LATEST RELEASES AVAILABLE.

RECEIVERS, TRANSMITTERS AND COMPONENTS

CMERG DISPOSING OF SURPLUS, INCLUDING FRANK LESTER 5-METRE CONVERTER (SEE “QST”), FOR OPERATION FROM 230-250 VOLTS AC MAINS, NEW AND UNUSED, IN CARTON, COMPLETE WITH COILS AND TUBES, £10 15S.; COMPLETE 30-METRE, 10-METRE AND 5-METRE TRANSMITTERS; ALL SEPARATE, RACK AND PANEL JOBS, AND IN OPERATION NOW, FIRST TWO ANY POWER UP TO 500 WATTS, 5-METRE TRANSMITTER 120 WATTS, EACH ONE CRYSTAL CONTROLLED, OFFERS; ALSO POWER SUPPLY GIVING ANY CURRENT UP TO 500 MILS, AT 1,000, 2,000 OR 3,000 VOLTS, MAINS INPUT 230-250 50 CYCLE, ANOTHER GIVING 600 MILS, AT 2,000 VOLTS, ANOTHER GIVING 250 MILS. AT 1,000 VOLTS. ANOTHER GIVING 150 MILS. AT 400 VOLTS, 600-WATT MODULATION TRANSFORMER, AND DRIVER TRANSFORMER. METERS OF ALL KINDS, FIELD-STRENGTH METER IN CASE (SEE "QST"). RF AND OTHER RELAYS OF ALL KINDS, TRANSMITTING AND RECEIVING CONDENSERS, FIXED AND VARIABLE, VARIABLE AND FIXED RESISTANCES OF ALL POWERS TO 500 WATTS, AND MANY DIFFERENT VALUES, ETC.; ENQUIRIES AND OFFERS WANTED—BRYAN GROOM, THE HOLLIES, GALASHIELS, SELKIRKSHIRE.

SITUATIONS VACANT AND TUITION


THE UNIVERSAL PRODUCTIONS, RIGBY LA., BROMSROVE, WORCS.

CHASSIS, PANELS AND CABINETS MANUFACTURER TO YOUR REQUIREMENTS IN ANY METAL AND FINISH. SEND FOR LISTS.—

DAY & ELLIOTT

50 ALL SAINTS’ RD., PETERBOROUGH

FINE QUALITY

TROPHY PRESELECTOR £6 15 0.

7-550 MHz. SELF-POWERED (AC).

SHORT WAVE

2 STAGES LOW-NOISE EF8’S, REALLY WORTHWHILE. FB JOB.

GEAR WAVE

SEND FOR LIST, 2d.

SHORT QUALITY

THE FAMOUS BROWN HEADSETS.

“A” 50/-, “D” 35/-, “F” 20/-.

FINE

HIGHEST QUALITY, FINEST PHONES IN THE WORLD.

HIGH GRADE TRANSFORMERS, TUBES, ETC.

HIGH VOLTAGE Condensers, paper and petroleum jelly type.

2d. PER WORD, MINIMUM 3S. ALL ADVERTISEMENTS MUST BE PREPAID. CHEQUES AND POSTAL ORDERS TO BE MADE PAYABLE TO “THE SHORT-WAVE MAGAZINE, LTD.”

G5KA (DEPT. SM.7.) 41 KINFAUNS ROAD, GOODMAYES, ILFORD, ESSEX.

MAKE CERTAIN THAT YOUR QSL AND SWL CARDS ARE CORRECTLY MAILED.

THE RADIO AMATEUR CALL BOOK IS ESSENTIAL TO "HAMS" AND TO OWNERS OF ALL-WAVE SETS. IT IS THE ONLY RADIO CALLBOOK PUBLISHED THAT LISTS ALL RADIO AMATEUR STATIONS THROUGHOUT THE ENTIRE WORLD. ALSO CONTAINS A WORLD MAP SHOWING INTERNATIONAL RADIO PREFIXES, HIGH FREQUENCY PREXES, WEATHER AND WEATHER, SCHEDS, ETC., "Q" AND "RST" CODES.

JUNE ISSUE NOW ON SALE PRICE 6/- PER COPY POST FREE. LIST OF OTHER BOOKS ON "HAM" RADIO FREE ON REQUEST.
ADVERTISEMENTS

FOR SALE

AC/DC 10-watt TX complete, valves, key, less Xtal, £3; PC first to 2CUV, Elberby Dairy, Newport, Barnstaple, Devon.

VALVES—P-X2S, 58; AC04, 3s. 6d.; 240B and base (hardly used); PM1HF; MH4, MH4, PX4, rect; 2 inputs, choke.

Woodbridge, Suffolk. Woden transformers and chokes, rack.

POWER Pack, G3MB, Market Place, Thirsk.


75mA output, perfect condition, bargain.

ROTOR converter, 6v DC input, 350v 75mA output, perfect condition, bargain.

for car radio or for 6L6s. Roadways, 16, Wisby Road, Regents Park, Southampton.

LARGE speaker with rect., wants speaker; Pye port, Ekco A4 and rect; new DPT's, DHD's. TX gear wanted.

Yong, Nightingale Gve., Southampton.

B.T.H. 250-150w AC radiogram motor, perfect; for 500v trans. with 6L7's, or sell.—2BKS, 11, Chesham Road, Kingsbury, Surrey.

No. "S-W.M." & other radio mags; RC1, 2; DC; 1 AC eliminator; FB transceiver; 3 cabinets. Or sell, offers to Bothwell, Stapleton Place, Dunblane.—BKS, 11, Chesham Road, Kingsbury, Surrey.

EKCO and Regentine eliminators; 0-15 hot-water ammeter.—Offers to 2DJ, 137, Randall Avenue, Cricklewood, London.

B.T.H. 18v AC RX, perfect. Exchange for PM valve Xtal or high-grade meter, or offers.—Hollingsworth, Harshorne Road, Woodville, Derby.

BUG Key & 'phones wanted for Comm. SW Converter (5-100), or Eddytone Pre-selector.—GWQ1, 1, Victoria Street, Lindudno, N. Wales.

WANTED

TRANSY, or carbon microphone, trans. stand; 4 Eddytone 1062; 11 transf.; 7-pin ceramic VHs; 3 m48 electrolytics, N. Howe, Stapleton, Gloucester.—WENDY 7/14 Mc Oscillator or 7 Mc Crystal. For cash or exchange.—Landauer, Oak Farm, Leigh, nr. Reigate, Surrey.

350v 150mA Power Pack with 6.3v LT; also MC Meter, 0-100mils.—Price and particulars to 2FDP, 37, Trumpet Road, Cleeton, Cumberland.

10-15 watt commercial TX, state input; also S meter for Sky Champion; aerial meter, R meter.—Robin Hood, Catsfield, Battle, Sussex.

EDDYTONE 1034 cabinet and J.B. SW TRANSV. 1 to 4-VALVE Peto-Scott SW kit with eliminator and FB speaker; for broadcast RX, or 30s.; or T. T., B., 3, Hingeston Street, Birmingham, 18.

HALLICRAFTERS "Sky Buddy," hardly used. Consider exch. for car radio or for £2 10s. Roadways, 16, Wisby Road, Regents Park, Southampton.

LARGER receiver with rect., wants speaker; Pye port, Ekco A4 and rect; new DPT's, DHD's. TX gear wanted.

Young, Nightingale Gve., Southampton.

B.T.H. 250-150w AC radiogram motor, perfect; for 500v trans. with 6L7's, or sell.—2BKS, 11, Chesham Road, Kingsbury, Surrey.

No. "S-W.M." & other radio mags; RC1, 2; DC; 1 AC eliminator; FB transceiver; 3 cabinets. Or sell, offers to Bothwell, Stapleton Place, Dunblane.—BKS, 11, Chesham Road, Kingsbury, Surrey.

EKCO and Regentine eliminators; 0-15 hot-water ammeter.—Offers to 2DJ, 137, Randall Avenue, Cricklewood, London.

B.T.H. 18v AC RX, perfect. Exchange for PM valve Xtal or high-grade meter, or offers.—Hollingsworth, Harshorne Road, Woodville, Derby.

BUG Key & 'phones wanted for Comm. SW Converter (5-100), or Eddytone Pre-selector.—GWQ1, 1, Victoria Street, Lindudno, N. Wales.
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**SHORT-WAVE BROADCASTING STATIONS**

**Abbreviations:** S—Sunday; M—Monday; T—Tuesday; W—Wednesday; Th—Thursday; F—Friday; Sa—Saturday

All times BST, four twenty-four hour system

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>M.</th>
<th>KC.</th>
<th><strong>M.</strong></th>
<th><strong>KC.</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5.00</td>
<td>59880</td>
<td>56 Mc AMATEUR BAND, with new licences granted 35.5-39.98</td>
<td>Me only</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.36</td>
<td>59829</td>
<td>28 Mc AMATEUR BAND, with licences granted 35.5-39.98</td>
<td>59829</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.00</td>
<td>29890</td>
<td>28 Mc AMATEUR BAND, with licences granted 35.5-39.98</td>
<td>28010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.71</td>
<td>28010</td>
<td>American amateur 'phone sub-band 2800-3000 kc</td>
<td>28010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20.83</td>
<td>14055</td>
<td>14 Mc AMATEUR BAND, with licences granted 35.5-39.98</td>
<td>14055</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21.43</td>
<td>14065</td>
<td>American amateur 'phone sub-band 1410-1450 kc</td>
<td>14065</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31.25</td>
<td>59600</td>
<td>GKY, Daventry</td>
<td>59600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31.36</td>
<td>59652</td>
<td>WIKK, Millis, 1160-6000</td>
<td>59652</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31.37</td>
<td>59660</td>
<td>OAXJ, Lima, 1760-2000</td>
<td>59660</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31.38</td>
<td>59669</td>
<td>DJA, Zeesen, 0000-0600</td>
<td>59669</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31.45</td>
<td>59680</td>
<td>W2XAD, Schenectady, 2135-0215</td>
<td>59680</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31.47</td>
<td>59683</td>
<td>VU2, Bombay, S 0200-0600, 0600-1000, 1000-1300, 1300-1700, 1700-2000</td>
<td>59683</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31.47</td>
<td>59684</td>
<td>VPIJ2, Suva, 1200-1800</td>
<td>59684</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31.48</td>
<td>59685</td>
<td>W2XAD, Schenectady, 2100-0600</td>
<td>59685</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31.48</td>
<td>59686</td>
<td>VU2C, Calcutta, 0600-1000</td>
<td>59686</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31.49</td>
<td>59687</td>
<td>W2XAD, Luxembourg, &quot;testing evenings&quot;</td>
<td>59687</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31.50</td>
<td>59688</td>
<td>ZBW3, Hong-Kong, 0600-0700, 0800-0900</td>
<td>59688</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31.49</td>
<td>59689</td>
<td>SH, Warsaw, 1935-2320</td>
<td>59689</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31.50</td>
<td>59693</td>
<td>W2X4, Denver, 0600-1000</td>
<td>59693</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31.51</td>
<td>59700</td>
<td>ZG, Quebec, 0600-0600</td>
<td>59700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31.52</td>
<td>59705</td>
<td>VK3, Warsaw, 1230-1300</td>
<td>59705</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31.55</td>
<td>59710</td>
<td>ZG, Seoul, 0600-0600</td>
<td>59710</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31.58</td>
<td>59715</td>
<td>OFD, Lhatz, 0215-0240</td>
<td>59715</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31.58</td>
<td>59720</td>
<td>HS5P, Bangkok, Th 1600-1900</td>
<td>59720</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31.58</td>
<td>59790</td>
<td>WA1, Mexico City, 0900-0900</td>
<td>59790</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31.58</td>
<td>59795</td>
<td>KZ1R, Manila, irregularly in afternoons</td>
<td>59795</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31.62</td>
<td>59800</td>
<td>VAPA, Ankara, 1730-2000</td>
<td>59800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22.15</td>
<td>59830</td>
<td>OAXJ, Lima, 1800-0600</td>
<td>59830</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32.26</td>
<td>59860</td>
<td>H21J, Trujillo, 1300-1500, 1800-2000, 2200-0000</td>
<td>59860</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32.61</td>
<td>59865</td>
<td>COXH, Havana, 1400-0600</td>
<td>59865</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32.82</td>
<td>59880</td>
<td>KATAT, Bangkok, M at 0100</td>
<td>59880</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32.97</td>
<td>9105</td>
<td>COCA, Havana, 1600-0600</td>
<td>9105</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33.00</td>
<td>9061</td>
<td>P2C, Curacao, S 1800-1830, 1900-2000, 2100-2215</td>
<td>9061</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33.92</td>
<td>9030</td>
<td>CORZ, Havana, 1345-0600, M until 0600 only</td>
<td>9030</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33.58</td>
<td>9050</td>
<td>CO2C, Santiago, 2200-2000</td>
<td>9050</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34.00</td>
<td>8205</td>
<td>COCQ, Havana, 1300-0700, S 2200-0230</td>
<td>8205</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34.18</td>
<td>8208</td>
<td>COco, Havana, 1300-0700, M 2200-0020</td>
<td>8208</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
THE NEW

Hallicrafter Skyrider DEFIANT

with
Frequency
Meter Tuning

MODEL SX24
£21

Including valves and crystal
but less speaker
110 TO 250 VOLT A.C.
OPERATION
SPEAKER £4

The Skyrider DEFIANT offers performance that can be favourably
compared to any receiver regardless of price. It has new features,
like BUILT-IN FREQUENCY METER TUNING, that are absolutely
new. And in addition it has all the desirable features and qualities
that are needed for outstanding amateur reception.

GENERAL COVERAGE—43.5 to .54 MC (.8 to 555 m)
4 BAND POSITIONS
Band 1— .54 to 1.73 MC
Band 2—1.7 to 5.1 MC
Band 3— 5.0 to 15.7 MC
Band 4—15.2 to 43.5 MC

BAND SPREAD CALIBRATION
80 Metre Amateur Band
40 Metre Amateur Band
10 Metre Amateur Band
9 VALVES

S METER calibrated in S units and DB.

FREQUENCY METER TUNING. The Band
Spread Dial is accurately calibrated throughout the
amateur bands, and, when once set, maintains a high
degree of accuracy throughout the band, bringing in
signals on their frequencies as indicated on the dial.

VARIABLE SELECTIVITY. A six position Variable
Selectivity Switch is provided, offering a degree of
variability suitable to all practical requirements for
CW and phone. Selectivity positions are as follows:
AVC off—Sharp Crystal. AVC off—Broad Crystal.
AVC off—Sharp IF, AVC on—Broad Crystal. AVC on
—Sharp IF, AVC on—Broad IF.

FREQUENCY STABILITY. By means of an especially
developed circuit, variations in line voltage cause only
a barely discernible change in oscillator frequency.

ELECTRICAL BAND SPREAD
CABINET DIMENSIONS

Directly Calibrated. Translucent Illuminated.
19½ ins. wide, 9½ ins. high, 10½ ins. deep.

WEBB'S RADIO, 14. SOHO ST., LONDON, W.1
(C. WEBB, LTD.)

BIRMINGHAM DEPOT — — — — — 41 CARRS LANE